MAYOR BRIAN COOPER
COUNCIL PRESIDENT NATALIE VORUZ
COUNCILOR KEITH KUDRNA
COUNCILOR MIKE WEATHERBY
COUNCILOR BALWANT BHULLAR
COUNCILOR CATHI FORSYTHE
COUNCILOR DARREN RIORDAN

FAIRVIEW CITY COUNCIL AGENDA
Fairview City Hall-Council Chambers
1300 NE Village Street, Fairview, Oregon

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 2019

WORK SESSION
1.
2.

BUDGET COMMITTEE CANDIDATE INTERVIEWS (CP 3-14)
CITY HALL MAINTENANCE NEEDS (CP 15-17)

3.
4.

BILLBOARD AMENDMENT DISCUSSION (CP 19-118)
UPDATE STATUS & PRIORITIES OF GOAL OBJECTIVES & TASK LIST

6:00 PM

(Nolan Young, City Administrator)

(Nolan Young, City Administrator)

REGULAR SESSION
1.

CALL TO ORDER
ROLL CALL
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

2.

CITIZENS WISHING TO SPEAK ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS

3.

CONSENT
a. Minutes of February 6, 2019 (CP 119-139)

4.

PRESENTATION
a. Introduction(s) New Gresham Fire Chief Mitch Snyder
b. Planning Commission Annual Report to City Council (CP 141-146)

7:00 PM

(I)
(A)
(I)

(Russell Williams, Vice Chair & Sarah Selden, Senior Planner)

c.

Commute Demand Study (CP 147-155)

(Heidi Beierle, Special Projects Manager, West Columbia Gorge Chamber of Commerce)

5.

CITY ADMINISTRATOR AND DIRECTOR REPORTS
a. MCSO Monthly Report – January (CP 157-161)

(I)

6.

MAYOR/COMMITTEE REPORTS AND COUNCIL REPORTS

(I)

7.

COUNCIL BUSINESS
a. Appoint Members to the Budget Committee: Resolution 11-2019 (CP 3-14)
b. Amend FMC 19.170 Sign Regulations Re: Billboards: Ordinance 1-2019 (CP 19-118)
Council Vote
c. Authorize Transfer of Appropriations in the FY2018-19 Budget for the Recreation
Program: Resolution 12-2019 (CP 163-165)
(Lesa Folger, Finance Director)
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(A)

8.

PUBLIC HEARING
None.

(A)

9.

ADJOURNMENT

(A)

Brian Cooper
Mayor
February 15, 2019
Date
(A) Action requested (I) Information only

COUNCIL SPECIAL WORK SESSION IS FEBRUARY 23, 2019
NEXT COUNCIL MEETING IS MARCH 6, 2019
COUNCIL EXECUTIVE SESSION – IF NECESSARY – END OF MEETING
PARK VIEW CONFERENCE ROOM
ORS 192.660(2)(d) - Labor Negotiations, ORS 192.660(2)(e) - Real Property Transactions,
ORS 192.660(2)(f) - Exempt Public Record and ORS 192.660(2)(h) - Legal Counsel
City Council regular meetings are broadcast live on Comcast Cable Channel 30 or Frontier Channel 38. Replays are shown on Sunday at 4:00
PM and Monday at 2:00 PM following the original broadcast date. Meetings are also available for viewing the Monday following the meeting
through MetroEast Community Media at metroeast.peg.tv. Go to the Playlist tab and select Municipal Meetings. Further information is
available on our web page at www.fairvieworegon.gov or by calling 503.665.7929. The meeting location is wheelchair accessible. A request
for an interpreter for the hearing impaired or for other accommodations for persons with disabilities should be made at least 48 hours before
the meeting to 503.665.7929.
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AGENDA STAFF REPORT
MEETING DATE

AGENDA ITEM #

REFERENCE NUMBER

February 20, 2019

Work Session #1 & 7.a.

2019-21

TO:

Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Devree Leymaster, City Recorder

THRU:

Nolan K. Young, City Administrator

DATE:

February 7, 2019

ISSUE:
Appoint three citizen members to the Fairview Budget Committee.
BACKGROUND:
The Budget Committee is governed by Oregon Revised Statute 294.305 to 294.565. The Budget
Committee is comprised of fourteen members- the seven members of the City Council and seven
citizen members. Citizen members serve three year terms. All members of the budget committee
have equal authority. Each member’s vote counts the same. Any member can be elected by the
committee as the chair. Each citizen member must reside within the Fairview city limits.
Budget Committee members should develop a general understanding of the budget process, the
departments or programs included in the budget document, and the legal constraints imposed on the
local government.
The Budget Committee meets publicly to review the budget document as proposed by the budget
officer. The committee receives the proposed budget and budget message and holds at least one
meeting in which the public may ask questions about and comment on the budget. The committee
must eventually approve the budget and approve the amount of the ad valorem property tax per
$1,000 of assessed value that will be certified to the assessor.
There are currently three open positions on the Budget Committee. Two of these positions are
vacant due to the terms expiring December 31, 2018 and one is a continuing open position. Five
applications were received. Candidates are scheduled to participate in interviews at the February 20
Work Session.
COUNCIL ALTERNATIVES:
1. Move to adopt Resolution 11-2019 appointing up to three members to the Fairview Budget
Committee, identifying the position number.
2. Not adopt Resolution 11-2019. Defer appointment(s) and continue recruiting for the vacant
position(s).
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RESOLUTION
(11-2019)

A RESOLUTION OF THE FAIRVIEW CITY COUNCIL APPOINTING MEMBERS TO
THE FAIRVIEW BUDGET COMMITTEE
WHEREAS, the Fairview Budget Committee is composed of fourteen members with seven
members of the Fairview City Council and seven citizen members; and
WHEREAS, the Budget Committee positions are voluntary and appointments are made by the City
Council through adoption of resolution; and
WHEREAS, Budget Committee positions are for three year terms with position five (5) being
vacant with a term date of December 31, 2020 and positions six (6) and seven (7) being open due to
terms expiring on December 31, 2018; and
WHEREAS, applications for these positions have been received and reviewed by the Council.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE FAIRVIEW CITY COUNCIL AS
FOLLOWS:
Section 1

The Council hereby appoints _________to serve on the Budget Committee in
position five (5) with a term date of December 31, 2020.

Section 2

The Council hereby appoints _________ to serve on the Budget Committee in
position six (6) with a term date of December 31, 2021.

Section 3

The Council hereby appoints _________ to serve on the Budget Committee in
position seven (7) with a term date of December 31, 2021.

Section 4

This resolution is and shall be effective from the day of its passage.

Resolution adopted by the City Council of the City of Fairview, this 20th day of February, 2019.

________________________________
Mayor, City of Fairview
Brian Cooper

ATTEST

_________________________________
City Recorder, City of Fairview
Devree Leymaster

________________________________
Date
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AGENDA STAFF REPORT

MEETING DATE

AGENDA ITEM #

REFERENCE NUMBER

February 20, 2019

Work Session #2

2019-24

TO:

Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Nolan K. Young, City Administrator

DATE:

February 13, 2019

ISSUE:
Discussion on the funding of the City Hall maintenance needs.
RELATED COUNCIL GOALS:
#3: Maintain and enhance the city’s public infrastructure in a cost efficient manner.
PREVIOUS AGENDA STAFF REPORTS:
Budget Information Paper (BIP) 18-010.
BACKGROUND:
The existing building systems at Fairview City Hall are aging typically for a building approaching 20 years
old. Building systems with 20-25 year useful expectancies are approaching the end of their useful life, as
expected. It is best practice to repair or replace all systems approaching the end of their useful life prior to
failure, in order to avoid the additional costs resulting from damage to underlying assemblies and
components. All materials repaired or replaced should be properly installed and integrated per
manufacturer's current installation instructions. Upon completion of the repair or replacement of
maintenance items, the city will develop a building asset management plan to estimate timelines for future
maintenance needs.
In 2017, the city hired Mackenzie (the project designer for the original City Hall project in 1999) to do an
assessment of the building and its systems and recommend any needed repairs. A copy of the study can
be review by clicking on the following link: Maintenance Assessment June 2017.
A 5 year CIP was developed as a result of systems review. The project for FY 2018-19 is Access Control
budgeted at $125,000. We signed a contract with Mackenzie to do the design work, bid documents and
project management for $47,800. During that review we realized that we had used the wrong numbers
for the CIP. The actual full cost estimates are more than double of the figures we have been using. The
total estimated cost of all of the needed repairs is $1,664,680. The project is broken down into four areas:
 Access Control
$305,543
 HVAC & Roof
$937,324
 Exterior and Lighting $302,191
 Interior
$119,622
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City Hall Maintenance costs are budgeted in the Facilities Maintenance Fund through transfers from the
cities operating funds. Table I below shows the proposed transfers from different funds over the next
four years including an additional transfer this fiscal year so we can complete the underfunded Access
Control Project.
Table I: Transfers For City Hall Maintence Project
Fund
General
Building
Street
Water
Sewer
Storm Water
Total

%
35.70%
7.10%
14.30%
14.30%
14.30%
14.30%

2018-19*
$75,000
$15,000
$30,000
$30,000
$30,000
$30,000

2019-20
$175,000
$35,000
$70,000
$70,000
$70,000
$70,000

2020-21
$175,000
$35,000
$70,000
$70,000
$70,000
$70,000

2021-22
$175,000
$35,000
$70,000
$70,000
$70,000
$70,000

100.0%
$210,000
$490,000
$490,000
$490,000
*Addition funds to be combined with $125,000 already in the budget

With the funding proposed in table I we would complete the needed City Hall Maintenance projects as
identified below.
 FY 2018-19
Access Control
 FY 2019-20
HVAC & Roof design/engineering and minor repairs
 FY 2020-21
HVAC & Roof replacement and repairs
 FY 2021-22
Exterior, Lighting and Interior repairs and replacements
RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Proceed with the funding for and completion of the needed City Hall Maintenance needs as identified
above.
ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS:
1. Acquire a $1.7 million ten year loan to complete all of the proposed projects over the next
year with the annual debt retirement payments made at the same ratio as shown in Table 1.
2. Spread the projects over a longer time period to lower the annual impact on each of the
funds.
BUDGET IMPLICATIONS:
The FY 2018-19 budgets has $125,000 in the Facilities Maintenance Fund for this project. The remaining
$210,000 is available in the contingency of each of the funds as shown in table I. Resolution 13-2019
makes the necessary budget transfers. In the remaining three years the proposed amounts would need to
go through the budget process. At this time they are just proposed amounts.
COUNCIL ALTERNATIVES:
1. Staff Recommendation: Council consider Resolution 13-2019 at their March 6, 2019
meeting and proceed now with accepting bids for the City Hall Access Control project.
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2. Delay the Access Control project.
3. Delay action on the City Hall Maintenance budget amendment to allow for additional
research.
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AGENDA STAFF REPORT
MEETING DATE

AGENDA ITEM

REFERENCE NUMBER

February 20, 2018

Work Session #3 & 7.b.

2019-15

TO:

Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Eric Rutledge, Associate Planner

THRU:

Allan Berry, Public Works Director

DATE:

January 10, 2019

Discussion continued from January 16, 2019.
BACKGROUND:
Meadow Outdoor Advertising owns and operates a billboard in the Eastwinds Industrial Park located at
21414 NE Sandy Blvd. The City’s existing sign regulations prohibit the construction of new billboards and
the replacement of existing billboards. The applicant is proposing an amendment to the City’s sign
regulations to allow the City’s three existing billboards to be rebuilt on the same property under certain
conditions.
EXISTING CONDITIONS:
There are three existing billboards in the City of Fairview, all on the I-84 Corridor. The billboards range in
height from 37 feet to 77 feet (to top of sign face) and in size from 576 SF to 672 SF. All three signs were
originally built in the 1970s and two of the signs were rebuilt in the 1990s. The proposed text amendment
would apply to all three existing signs. See map included as Exhibit B.
Address

Year Built
or Rebuilt

Dimensions

21414 NE Sandy /
Eastwinds Industrial
Park*

Height
(top of
sign)

1975

37 ft.

576 SF

Support

Four-post
Corridor
I-beam Commercial

Single
22820 NE Sandy
1995
77 ft.
560 SF
metal
pole
Single
23012 NE Sandy
1997
69 ft.
672 SF
metal
pole
*Billboard owned by Meadow Outdoor Advertising (applicant)
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Zone

General
Industrial
Corridor
Commercial

PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION
Work Session and Hearing
The planning commission held a work session on the proposed amendment in December 2017 and
provided early feedback to the applicant on sign height and appearance, economic development
opportunities, and more. A planning commission public hearing for the application was held on October
9, 2018. The planning commission recommended approval (6-0) for a modified version of the staff
recommended text.
Proposed Text Language
The applicant’s original proposal required that when billboards are reconstructed, they have “fewer
supporting elements” and a “smaller footprint on the ground” the billboard they are replacing. The
language was intended to ensure the visual impact of the new supporting structures was minimized.
While this requirement would apply well to the applicant’s billboard, which is supported by an outdated
four-post I-beam structure, the other two existing billboards were reconstructed in the 1990s and are
supported by a modern single metal pole.
Staff recommended removing the text language regarding the supporting structures and footprint on the
ground because two of the existing three billboards have modern metal poles and it may be difficult or
impracticable to comply with this requirement. During the hearing, the planning commission
recommended retaining this language and adding language that requires the billboards to be reconstructed
only by the existing billboard owner. The latter requirement is intended to prevent billboards from being
unused for a period of time and rebuilt at a later date by a new owner. Staff holds that the language
regarding supporting structures and footprint on the ground should be removed in order to place all
billboard owners in a similar position regarding future rebuilding, and to avoid a narrow text amendment
that applies only to one property.
Additional Information
The planning commission meeting minutes are included as (Exhibit D) and the final recommended text
language is included as part of Ordinance 1-2019 (Exhibit A)
DECISION MAKING CRITERIA
The application will be considered through a quasi-judicial hearing process and a decision must be made
based on specific approval criteria. The planning commission staff report included as Exhibit C lists the
approval criteria and provides staff comments and analysis.
BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
The proposed amendment will have no impact on current of future budgets.
CITY COUNCIL ALTERNATIVES:
1. Approve application 2018-61-TA and adopt Ordinance 10-2018 as recommended by the planning
commission
2. Approve application 2018-61-TA and adopt Ordinance 10-2018 with council amendments and
findings
3. Deny application 2018-61-TA and do not adopt Ordinance 10-2018, with findings
4. Continue the Public Hearing to if additional information is needed
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EXHIBITS
A.
Ordinance 1-2019 (with amendments from the planning commission)
1. Struck trough version of final recommended text
2. List of existing billboards
B.

Map of Existing Billboards

C.

Planning Commission Minutes from October 9, 2018

D.

Planning Commission Staff Report dated October 2, 2018

E.

City Council Minutes from March 19, 1997
(Additional information for the record, requested by the City Council at the First
Reading on January 2, 2019)

F.

City Council Staff Report from March 19, 1997
(Additional information for the record, requested by the City Council at the First
Reading on January 2, 2019)

G.

Planning Commission Minutes from March 4, 1997
(Additional information for the record, requested by the City Council at the First
Reading on January 2, 2019)

H.

Ordinance 8-1997
An ordinance providing new regulations for billboards, including prohibiting the
construction of new billboards (Information requested by the City Council at the First
Reading on January 2, 2019)

I.

Applicant Letter to Council dated January 7, 2019
Supplemental letter submitted by the applicant after the First Reading on January 2, 2019
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Exhibit A1: Proposed Text Amendment
FMC 19.170.050(F)
Billboard Signs. Billboard signs existing at the effective date of the ordinance adopted
January 16, 2018 shall be permitted to remain, and be maintained in reasonable repair, and
be rebuilt by the existing billboard owner in the same location. but may not be replaced,
relocated, enlarged, or otherwise structurally modified. Existing billboards may be modified
to improve the structural or aesthetic nature of the signs, including altering the height to be
not more than 40 feet above the adjacent roadway, if the following requirements are met:
a) The modified structure includes fewer supporting elements and so decrease the
visual impact of the supporting structure; and
b) The modification results in a smaller footprint on the ground.
Changes in message shall not affect nonconforming status.
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Exhibit A2: Existing Billboards

Address / Tax Lot

Year Built /
Rebuilt

Size (Square
Feet)

Height (Highest
Point above
grade)

Zone

21414 NE Sandy Blvd
/ 1N3E28AC -100

1975

576 SF

37 ft.

Corridor
Commercial

22820 NE Sandy Blvd
/ 1N3E27B -1004

1995

560 SF

77 ft.

General Industrial

23400 NE Sandy Blvd
/ 1N3E27B -1100

1997

672 SF

69 ft.

Corridor
Commercial
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PLANNING COMMISSION STAFF REPORT
TYPE IV TEXT AMENDMENT
FINDINGS AND STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Date of Report:

October 2, 2018

Staff Contact:

Eric Rutledge, Associate Planner
rutledgee@ci.fairview.or.us
503-674-6205

Application Number:

2018-61-TA

Property Owner:

Eastwinds Industrial Park, Inc.

Applicant:

Meadow Outdoor Advertising

Site Address:

21414 NE Sandy Blvd (1N3E28AC -100)
Text Amendment also impacts 22820 NE Sandy Blvd
(1N3E27B -1004) and 23012 NE Sandy Blvd (1N3E27B 1100).

Proposal:

Amend Fairview Municipal Code (FMC) Chapter 19.170
Sign Regulations to allow legal, non-conforming billboards
to be rebuilt on the same property in order to improve the
structural and aesthetic nature of the signs.

Recommendation:

Staff recommendation not provided for this application

Exhibits:

A.

Application Materials
1.
Applicant Narrative
2.
Existing Conditions
3.
Billboard Elevation Survey
4.
ODOT Letter
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B.

Background Materials
1.
Map of Existing Billboards
2.
Nonconforming Sign Regulation Comparison
3.
Ordinance 08-1997

C.

Draft Ordinance
1.
Ordinance 10-2018

D.

Planning Commission Findings
(reserved for Council hearing)

E.

Minutes
1.
Planning Commission Minutes 12/12/17

F.

Staff Reports
(reserved for Council hearing)

I. NOTICES & REFERRALS
Application Date:

August 22, 2018

Application Deemed Complete:

September 5, 2018

Public Hearing Date:

October 9, 2018

Public Notice Date/Type:

September 7, 2018 – Notice mailed to property
owners impacted by text amendment and affected
governmental agencies
September 17, 2018 – Notice mailed to property
owners within 250 ft. of properties impacted by the
text amendment
September 18, 2018 – Notice in Gresham Outlook
September 28, 2018 – Site posted

Referrals:

2018-61-TA
Meadow Outdoor Advertising

The Department of Land Conservation and
Development (DLCD) and Metro were sent the

CP29
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required 35-day notice of public hearing and draft
amendments on September 5, 2018. 30-day notice
was also sent to the Oregon Department of
Transportation’s Outdoor Advertising Sign
Program.

II. APPLICABLE CRITERIA


FMC 19.412

Description of Permit Procedures



FMC 19.413

Procedures



FMC 19.470

Land Use District Map & Text Amendments



FMC 19.205

Amendments



FMC 19.170

Sign Regulations

III. BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF ISSUES
Issue
The applicant, Meadow Outdoor Advertising, owns and operates a billboard located in
the Eastwinds Industrial Park located at 21414 NE Sandy Blvd. The City’s existing sign
regulations prohibit the construction of new billboards and the reconstruction of
existing billboards. The applicant is proposing an amendment to the City’s sign
regulations to allow legal, non-conforming billboards to be rebuilt on the same property
under certain conditions.
The Planning Commission held a work session on December 12, 2017 to learn about the
proposed amendment from the applicant and provide early feedback. The applicant has
submitted a complete application in response to the feedback received at the work
session (see minutes in Exhibit E1).
Existing Conditions
There are three existing billboards in Fairview, all on the I-84 Corridor (see Exhibit B1).
The billboards range in height from 37 feet to 77 feet (height = top of sign face) and in
size from 576 SF to 672 SF. All three signs were originally built in the 1970s and two of
the signs were rebuilt in the 1990s.

2018-61-TA
Meadow Outdoor Advertising
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Address /
Year Built or
Property
Rebuilt
21414 NE Sandy
1975
/ Eastwinds
Industrial Park*
22820 NE Sandy
1995
/ Townsend
23012 NE Sandy
1997
/ Townsend

Height (top Dimensions
of sign)
37 ft.
576 SF

77 ft.

560 SF

69 ft.

672 SF

Zone
Corridor
Commercial
General
Industrial
Corridor
Commercial

*Billboard owned by Meadow Outdoor Advertising (applicant)

Photo 1: Billboard at 21414 NE Sandy Blvd (Eastwinds Industrial Park). The billboard is owned by
the applicant. Photo taken from I-84, heading east-northeast.

2018-61-TA
Meadow Outdoor Advertising
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Photo 2: Two billboards in view located at 22820 NE Sandy Blvd (left) and 23012 NE Sandy Blvd
(right). Both properties owned by Townsend Farms. Photo taken from I-84 corridor, heading
east-northeast.

Photo 3: Billboard at 23012 NE Sandy Blvd. Photo taken from I-84 corridor, heading eastnortheast

2018-61-TA
Meadow Outdoor Advertising
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Existing Sign Regulations
Signs and billboards within the City of Fairview are regulated by FMC 19.170 “Sign
Regulations”. Billboards were first regulated in the City in 1997 by Ordinance 08-1997
(Exhibit B3). This ordinance prohibited the construction of new billboards and the
replacement of existing billboards. Billboards that were legal when they were
constructed can remain on-site and be maintained in reasonable repair. Billboards are
defined as “a freestanding sign over 200 square feet and with display surface or surfaces
primarily designed for the purpose of painting or posting a message thereon at periodic
intervals”. The following sign code sections pertain to billboards:
FMC 19.170.050 Signing of nonconforming uses
F.
Billboard Signs. Billboard signs existing at the effective date of the
ordinance adopted July 10, 2010, shall be permitted to remain and
be maintained in reasonable repair, but may not be replaced,
relocated, enlarged, or otherwise structurally modified. Changes in
message shall not affect nonconforming status.
FMC 19.170.070 Hardship relief
D.
Hardship relief for billboards displaced by public improvement
projects may be requested from the planning commission and
shall be processed in accordance with Chapter 19.520 FMC.
FMC 19.170.100 Prohibited signs
B.
Other Prohibited Signs. The following signs are identified as having
unnecessary and adverse visual impact on the community:
4.
Billboard signs except as provided by FMC 19.170.050 and
19.170.070.
Proposed Amendment
The applicant has proposed the following text amendment. Added text is underlined
and removed text is struckthrough.
FMC 19.170.050 Signing of nonconforming uses
F.
Billboard Signs. Billboard signs existing at the effective date of the
ordinance adopted July 10, 2010, shall be permitted to remain and be
maintained in reasonable repair but may not be replaced, relocated,
enlarged, or otherwise structurally modified. An existing billboard sign
may be rebuilt on the same property, and may be modified to improve the
structural or aesthetic nature of the signs, including altering the height to
be not more than 40 feet above the adjacent roadway, if the following
requirements are met:

2018-61-TA
Meadow Outdoor Advertising
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a.

b.

The modified structure includes fewer supporting elements
and so decrease the visual impact of the supporting
structure; and
The modification results in a smaller footprint on the
ground.

Changes in message shall not affect nonconforming status.

Issues and Feedback on Proposed Amendment
A. Non-conforming Use
The City’s existing sign regulations are intended to phase out all billboards over time.
The three existing billboards are classified as ‘non-conforming uses’ under FMC Section
19.170.050. The purpose of this section is to allow existing, non-conforming billboards
to be maintained in reasonable repair but not replaced, relocated, or enlarged. If an
existing billboard is removed or structurally damaged, it may not be replaced.
This approach to non-conforming signs is consistent with regulations in other
jurisdictions in Oregon (see Exhibit B2). By requiring conformance with current sign
standards, the desired changes to the built environment will be accomplished over time.
Under current standards, all billboards will be removed from the City over time,
depending on factors such as the sign’s structural integrity.
The proposed sign code amendment would allow three non-conforming billboards to be
rebuilt on the same property indefinitely, until the code is amended otherwise. Allowing
non-conforming signs or structures to be rebuilt in perpetuity is uncommon. Most codes
require upgrades when the non-conforming structure is destroyed or redeveloped.
Some codes are stricter, requiring non-conforming structures to be removed within a
specific time (e.g. 6 months or 2 years after the code is changed).
B. Existing and Proposed Height Limits
The proposed text amendment would allow existing billboards to be rebuilt on the same
property up to 40 ft. above the adjacent roadway. This would also provide the
opportunity for other existing billboard owners to raise their signs between 6-10 ft.,
depending on their current height. A comparison of billboard heights allowed in other
jurisdictions is provided in Exhibit B2. The table below summarizes existing and future
height potential in Fairview.

2018-61-TA
Meadow Outdoor Advertising
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Address / Property

Existing height
above grade

21414 NE Sandy /
Eastwinds Industrial Park
22820 NE Sandy /
Townsend
23012 NE Sandy /
Townsend

Allowed height
above freeway
grade
40 ft.

Change

37 ft.

Existing height
above freeway
grade
30 ft.

77 ft.

31 ft.

40 ft.

9 ft.

69 ft.

34 ft.

40 ft.

6 ft.

10 ft.

C. Sign Location
The proposed text amendment would allow existing billboards to be rebuilt on the same
property up to 40 ft. above the adjacent roadway. All three billboards are located on
properties with frontage on I-84 and NE Sandy Blvd. The billboards are currently located
adjacent to I-84, advertising to drivers on the interstate (see Exhibit B1).
The proposed amendment would allow a billboard to be moved to the Sandy Blvd.
frontage and raised 40 ft. above the adjacent roadway. Other freestanding signs are
already allowed in the corridor, however, they are limited to 100 SF in sign face area.
The existing billboards are between 560-672 SF. In order to prevent incompatible
billboard signs being placed near NE Sandy Blvd, the staff recommendation is to allow
billboards to be replaced only in their current location, and not elsewhere on the same
property.

Photo 4: View of NE Sandy Blvd. heading east. The properties on the right (south) side of the
street are the Townsend parcels with billboards.

2018-61-TA
Meadow Outdoor Advertising
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D. Sign Structure Requirements
The proposed text amendment would require new billboard structures to include fewer
supporting elements and have a smaller footprint on the ground than the structures
they are replacing. While this standard would apply well when replacing the applicant’s
existing billboard with four posts, it may be problematic for the other two billboards
that currently have a single metal pole support structure. The visual impact of the single
metal poles is small and requiring a smaller footprint in the future may not practicable.
Staff feedback is to remove this language and allow billboard owners to use building
techniques that are suitable for the location.
F. Summary of Draft Code Language
If the Planning Commission recommends that City Council approve a code amendment
to allow rebuilding of existing billboards, staff suggests the following changes to the
applicant’s proposed code language: .

Applicant Proposal
“Billboard Signs. Billboard signs existing at the effective date of the ordinance
adopted July 10, 2010, shall be permitted to remain and be maintained in
reasonable repair but may not be replaced, relocated, enlarged, or otherwise
structurally modified. An existing billboard sign may be rebuilt on the same
property, and may be modified to improve the structural or aesthetic nature of
the signs, including altering the height to be not more than 40 feet above the
adjacent roadway, if the following requirements are met:
a.

The modified structure includes fewer supporting elements and so
decrease the visual impact of the supporting structure; and

b.

The modification results in a smaller footprint on the ground.

Changes in message shall not affect nonconforming status.
Applicant Proposal with Staff Modifications
“Billboard Signs. Billboard signs existing at the effective date of the ordinance
adopted October 9, 2018, shall be permitted to remain and be maintained in
reasonable repair but may not be replaced, relocated, enlarged, or otherwise
structurally modified. Existing billboards can be rebuilt in the same location and
may be modified to improve the structural or aesthetic nature of the signs,
including altering the height to be not more than 40 feet above the adjacent
roadway. Changes in message shall not affect nonconforming status.

2018-61-TA
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V. APPROVAL CRITERIA FINDINGS
Chapter 19.412 Description of Permit Procedures
FINDINGS: This Chapter outlines permit procedures for land use applications.
This application has been processed in accordance with this Chapter.
Chapter 19.413 Procedures
19.413.040 Type IV procedures (legislative).
Subsections A-F & H-I
FINDINGS: Legislative amendments are policy decisions made by city council,
and are reviewed following the Type IV procedure. The text amendments
requested in this application impact the applicant’s property (Meadow Outdoor
Advertising’s billboard) and also impacts the two other billboards located in
Fairview. For this reason, the text amendment is legislative in nature. The
application, however, is being made by third party with approval by the property
owner, and not at the request of the City. For this reason, the land use
application is following a quasi-judicial procedure for the hearing, to allow the
applicant with the opportunity to make the request to the City.
Subsections A-F & H-I pertain to legislative application procedures such as
noticing and requiring a hearing before the Planning Commission and City
Council. The application was processed in accordance with these requirements.
G.

Decision Making Consideration. The recommendation by the planning
commission and the decision by the city council shall be based on
consideration of the following factors:
1.

Statewide planning goals and guidelines.

FINDINGS: Goal 5 Natural Resources, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Open
Spaces. This is the only statewide planning goal that specifically addresses
billboards.
“As a general rule, plans should prohibit outdoor advertising signs except in
commercial or industrial zones. Plans should not provide for the reclassification
of land for the purpose of accommodating an outdoor advertising sign.”
All existing billboards are in commercial and industrial zones. Zone changes are
not proposed in order to accommodate an outdoor advertising sign. No other
statewide planning goals or guidelines are applicable.

2018-61-TA
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2.

Comments from applicable federal or state agencies.

FINDINGS: The application was routed to ODOT’s Outdoor Advertising Sign
program and DLCD. No comments were received from either agency. ODOT
provided a letter to the applicant stating that if the proposed amendment were
approved, a new sign on their property would comply with the state sign
program (see Exhibit A4).
3.

Applicable intergovernmental agencies.

FINDINGS: The application was routed to Metro. Metro reviewed the application
and did not provide any comment.
4.

Applicable Comprehensive Plan policies.

FINDINGS: Compliance with applicable Comprehensive Plan policies is described
below, under the findings for FMC 19.470.300.B(1)
Chapter 19.205 Amendments
Sections 19.205.010 & 19.205.030-50
FINDINGS: Sections 19.205.010 & 19.205.030-50 pertain to application
procedures and noticing. The application was processed in accordance with
these requirements.
19.205.020 Criteria.
Approval of an ordinance text or map amendment shall be based on finding that it
complies with the following criteria:
A.

The amendment will not interfere with the livability, development or
value of other land in the vicinity of site-specific proposals when weighed
against the public interest in granting the proposed amendment.

FINDINGS: The proposal will impact three (3) parcels in the commercial and
industrial zones between the Sandy Blvd. and I-84 corridors. Freestanding signs
are allowed in these zones, however, the existing billboards are larger and taller
than signs allowed by the current code. As proposed, the amendment would
allow billboards to be rebuilt anywhere on the existing property including near
the Sandy Blvd. frontage, impacting the livability of residents who live nearby. If
the billboards are only rebuilt in their current location adjacent to I-84, the
adverse impacts to residential neighborhoods will be minimized. The easternmost billboard at 23012 NE Sandy Blvd. (not owned by Meadow) is located
adjacent to a manufactured home park. The proposal would allow the billboard
2018-61-TA
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owner to rebuilt 6 ft. taller than the current sign, which could make the sign
more visible to adjacent residents.
B.

The amendment will not be detrimental to the general interests of the
community.

FINDINGS: New billboard signs are currently prohibited by the development
code because of “unnecessary and adverse visual impact on the community”. As
noted in the applicant’s narrative, the proposed amendment would only apply to
existing billboards with an established visual presence. The proposed text
amendment will allow existing billboards to be reconstructed and raised
between 6-10 ft. Since the existing billboards are already located on I-84 and are
between 30-34 ft. above the roadway, allowing an additional 6-10 ft. in height
will primarily impact motorists viewing of Fairview from the interstate. As
discussed above, there may also be a specific conflict between the eastern-most
billboard sign and the abutting residential development.
As noted in the applicant’s narrative, the existing billboards provide an
opportunity for businesses to advertise products and services. The applicant’s
current billboard advertiser is Action Motor Sports, a local business selling and
repairing motorcycles,however, there is no way to ensure the billboards are
limited to advertising for local businesses. The other two billboards have
advertising for businesses outside of Fairview.
C.

The amendment will not violate the land use designations established by
the comprehensive land use plan and map or related text.

FINDINGS: The three subject properties are classified as Commercial and
Industrial land in the City’s Comprehensive Plan. The proposed amendment does
not conflict with the commercial or industrial land use designations and their
intended purpose.
D.

The amendment will place all property similarly situated in the area in the
same zoning designation or in appropriate complementary designations
without creating inappropriate “spot zoning.”

FINDINGS: A zone/comprehensive plan change is not proposed. This standard
does not apply.

2018-61-TA
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Chapter 19.470 Land Use District Map and Text Amendments
19.470.100 Purpose.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide standards and procedures for legislative and
quasi-judicial amendments to this code and the land use district map…
19.470.200 Legislative amendments.
Legislative amendments are policy decisions made by city council. They are reviewed
using the Type IV procedure in FMC 19.413.040.
19.470.300 Quasi-judicial amendments.
A.
Quasi-Judicial Amendments. Quasi-judicial amendments are those that
involve the application of adopted policy to a specific development
application or code revision….
B.

Criteria for Quasi-Judicial Amendments. A recommendation or a decision
to approve, approve with conditions or to deny an application for a quasijudicial amendment shall be based on all of the following criteria:
1.

Demonstration of compliance with all applicable comprehensive
plan policies and map designations. Where this criterion cannot be
met, a comprehensive plan amendment shall be a prerequisite to
approval;

FINDINGS:
Fairview Comprehensive Plan
Chapter 1 – Community Vision for Sandy Blvd:
The community vision for NE Sandy Blvd. prioritizes job preservation and
economic development. Without considering specifics such as sign height
or size, the commercial nature of the billboards does not conflict with the
vision for the Sandy Blvd. corridor.
Chapter 3 – The Sandy Blvd Area:
This section also addresses future development in the Sandy Blvd.
corridor, indicating that demand will grow for commercial and industrial
lands but that development must be carefully sited to minimize negative
off-site impacts. Within the Sandy Blvd. corridor, residential development
is prioritized west of NE 223rd Ave. while industrial development is
prioritized east of NE 223rd. The applicant’s billboard is located west of NE
223rd and is currently buffered from surrounding residential development
by buildings and open space.
Chapter 5 – Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Natural Resources:
2018-61-TA
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This chapter acknowledges that scenic views of Mt. Hood, the Columbia
River, and area lakes and streams are available throughout the city.
However, during the 1993 Comprehensive Plan update, the City declared
that the topography and urban development patterns in the City limit
outstanding views. No scenic protections have been incorporated into
the development code to protect view corridors.
Chapter 9 – Economic Development:
This chapter describes Fairview as a small but growing city that is
preparing to accommodate commercial and industrial land development
and become an important location for jobs, businesses, and trade within
the region. The City’s transportation and freight routes are identified as
opportunities for attracting businesses. This chapter does not mention
billboards or outdoor advertising along these corridors, but does identify
NE Sandy Blvd. as a key commercial and industrial corridor.
2.

Demonstration of compliance with all applicable standards and
criteria of this code, and other applicable implementing
ordinances;

FINDINGS: The application proposes an amendment to FMC 19.170 Sign
Regulations and this staff report discusses compliance with other applicable
standards. The application is being processed in compliance with the
development code as a Type IV procedure with a quasi-juridical hearing.
3.

Evidence of change in the neighborhood or community or a
mistake or inconsistency in the comprehensive plan or land use
district map regarding the property which is the subject of the
application.

FINDINGS: Billboards in Fairview have been prohibited since 1997, when the first
billboard regulations were adopted. At that time, billboards were prohibited
because of their “unnecessary and adverse visual impact on the community”.
Since 1997 the City has continued to grow, filling in vacant land with new homes
and businesses. While the density in housing and jobs has increased, many
residents still value Fairview’s small-town feel. Economic development and
maintaining the community’s small-town feel were both expressed as goals in
the Fairview 20.30.40 visioning document, completed in December 2017.

19.470.400 Conditions of approval.
A quasi-judicial decision may be for denial, approval, or approval with conditions. A
legislative decision may be approved or denied.
2018-61-TA
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FINDINGS: The planning commission and city council can deny, approve, approve
with changes, or continue the hearing to a date certain.
19.470.500 Record of amendments.
The city recorder shall maintain a record of amendments to the text of this code and the
land use districts map in a format convenient for public use.
FINDINGS: Public records will be maintained for this application and any resulting
amendment.
19.470.600 Transportation planning rule compliance.
A.
When a development application includes a proposed comprehensive plan
amendment or land use district change, the proposal shall be reviewed to
determine whether it significantly affects a transportation facility
consistent with OAR 660-012-0060…
FINDINGS: No map changes are proposed. This criteria does not apply.

VI. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
A staff recommendation is not provided for this application.
PLANNING COMMISSION ALTERNATIVES
1. Recommend City Council adoption of draft Ordinance 10-2018.
2. Recommend City Council adoption of Ordinance 10-2018, incorporating some or
all of staff feedback described in this report, and/or other changes
recommended by the Commission.
3. Recommend City Council do not adopt Ordinance 10-2018.
4. Continue the Public Hearing to if additional information is needed.

2018-61-TA
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Narrative for Zone Code Text Amendment and Land Use Application for 21414 NE Sandy Blvd
1. What, in detail, are you asking for? State the reason(s) for the request and the intended use(s)
of the property.
Meadow Outdoor Advertising is requesting a text amendment to the Fairview Municipal
Code (FMC) that will allow for the reconstruction of existing billboards in the City of
Fairview. In consultation with the city’s planning and public works department it was
determined that a code amendment is the best way to allow for the reconstruction of
existing billboards in the City of Fairview. There are currently three billboards in
Fairview. All are located along the north side of I-84 and are currently considered legal
non-conforming signs per FMC. Under the current code the signs may be maintained
but cannot be rebuilt.
Meadow is requesting this text amendment in order to allow for the reconstruction of
one of these existing signs which is owned by Meadow. The sign is situated on
commercially zoned property under a long-term lease at 21414 NE Sandy Blvd and reads
to traffic travelling on I-84. The current sign was built in 1975 and is an old, single-sided,
four post I-beam sign. Meadow is seeking this code amendment in order to replace the
outdated structure with a modern, single-pole, two-sided sign structure at the same
location.
MFC 19.170.050 (F) currently reads:
Billboard Signs. Billboard signs existing at the effective date of the ordinance adopted
July 10, 2010, shall be permitted to remain and be maintained in reasonable repair but
may not be replaced, relocated, enlarged, or otherwise structurally modified. Changes in
message shall not affect nonconforming status.
The proposed change to FMC 19.170.050 would read:
Billboard Signs. Billboard signs existing at the effective date of the ordinance adopted
July 10, 2010, shall be permitted to remain and be maintained in reasonable repair but
may not be replaced, relocated, enlarged, or otherwise structurally modified. An
existing billboard sign may be rebuilt on the same property, and may be modified to
improve the structural or aesthetic nature of the signs, including altering the height to
be not more than 40 feet above the adjacent roadway, if the following requirements are
met:
a) The modified structure includes fewer supporting elements and so decrease the
visual impact of the supporting structure; and
b) The modification results in a smaller footprint on the ground.
Changes in message shall not affect nonconforming status.
2. Please demonstrate compliance with all applicable comprehensive plan policies and map
designations. Where this criterion cannot be met, a comprehensive plan amendment shall be a
pre-requisite for approval.
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The proposed text amendment is compatible with all Applicable Comprehensive Plan
Policies. Specifically, the applicable plan policies are:
Goal 2. Community Building:
Goal 2, Policy 7 states “Additional commercial or industrial development will be sought
on land scattered along the I-84/Union Pacific Railroad/Sandy Blvd corridors.” The
proposed text amendment is in keeping with Goal 2 of the Fairview Comprehensive Plan
as it allows for the improvement of an existing commercial development on the I-84
corridor which provides improved availability of communication opportunities for
businesses and the public in the surrounding community.

Goal 4. Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and Natural Resources:
Goal 4, of the Fairview Comprehensive plan is to conserve open space and protect
natural and scenic resources in keeping with Oregon’s LCDC. Specifically, policy 2 is to
“enhance the attractiveness and livability of the city.” In keeping with Oregon’s LCDC
Fairview’s three existing outdoor advertising signs are located on commercial and
industrial land. The proposed text amendment will not allow additional outdoor
advertising signs in Fairview or allow the existing signs to be relocated or enlarged and
so will not create a substantive change to Fairview’s open spaces and natural and scenic
resources. Additionally, the proposed amendment is designed to reduce the footprint
and visual impact of signs’ supporting structures and so improve the attractiveness of
the city. The proposed text amendment will allow for the potential reconstruction of
old outdoor advertising sign structures which will result in cleaner, more contemporary
sign structures. If the amendment is approved it will result in the replacement of a
somewhat dilapidated sign that currently has a “blacked-out” east side with a modern,
two-sided sign structure. This will improve the overall appearance of the I-84 corridor in
Fairview.
Goal 8. Economic Development:
Goal 8 of the Fairview Comprehensive Plan is to promote economic development. The
proposed text amendment to allow the reconstruction of outdated outdoor advertising
signs is in keeping with this goal by allowing the improvement of these existing
commercial developments which serve the local economy. The sign we propose to
rebuild is currently used by a local, Fairview based business, Action Motor Sports.
Additionally, the reconstruction of the sign will include the addition of an advertising
face reading to traffic headed toward the 207th St off-ramp, which is the primary exit
used by west-bound traffic on I-84 headed into Fairview. As such the sign is ideally
placed to promote local businesses and so support the local economy.
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3. Please demonstrate compliance with all applicable standards of the Fairview Development
Code, and other applicable ordinances.
The proposed text amendment, if approved, will alter the applicable standards of the
Fairview Development Code to allow for the reconstruction of outdated billboard
structures in Fairview. Therefore, after the approval of the text amendment, the
proposed reconstruction would comply with the standards of the Fairview Development
Code. The proposed reconstruction would also be subject to the state’s Oregon
Motorist Information Act (OMIA), Oregon’s statute regulating outdoor advertising signs.
The proposed reconstruction which would result from the code amendment complies
with all elements of state law regarding the regulation of outdoor advertising signs.
(See attached letter from ODOT.)

4. Please Demonstrate evidence of change in the neighborhood or community, or a mistake or
inconsistency in the comprehensive plan or land use district map regarding the property, which
is the subject of application.
There has been an increase in economic activity in Fairview and the neighboring
communities and an increase in traffic on I-84 since the building of the sign in 1975
making a rebuilding of the sign to a modern, two-sided sign structure something that
would be beneficial to the local and regional economy and to the public traveling in and
through Fairview. Additionally, time has taken its toll on the sign structure, making a
replacement of the old structure with a new sign something that would be a benefit to
the aesthetics of the sign and the community.

5. Demonstrate compliance with the Fairview Transportation System Plan.
The proposed amendment complies with the Fairview Transportation System plan as
outlined in the 2016 TSP. The first goal of the plan is to improve the overall livability of
Fairview through improvements to transportation infrastructure. The proposed
amendment will not alter the transportation infrastructure. Additionally, it will improve
the general livability of the area by providing improved communication opportunities
for businesses and the travelling public and by allowing the improvement of an
outdated billboard structure by reducing the number of supports and reducing its
footprint on the ground.
6. Zone Change and/or Comprehensive Plan Amendment: Describe in detail how the request will
not interfere with the livability, development value or other land in the vicinity of site-specific
proposals when weighted against the public interest in granting the proposed amendment.
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The proposed amendment does not contemplate a change zoning or to the
comprehensive plan but rather proposes and adjustment to the Fairview Municipal
code. The code amendment will not interfere with the livability, development or value
of other land in the vicinity of the parcel impacted by the amendment as the sign
impacted by the amendment has been in place since 1975 and the area around the sign
has developed while the sign has been in place. The subject property is in Sandy
Boulevard’s Corridor Commercial zone. Meadow’s sign is in the far southeast corner of
the subject property, abutting I-84 to the south and ODOT’s water-catchment area to
the east. As such there is no developable land in the immediate vicinity of the sign so
the livability, development and value of adjacent properties will not be impacted by the
proposed amendment. Additionally, the proposed amendment does not contemplate
allowing a new use, rather, it permits the reconstruction on an existing use therefore
the proposed amendment will not alter the livability, development or value of
properties in the vicinity.
7. Zone Change and/or Comprehensive Plan Amendment: Describe in detail how the proposed
amendment will not be detrimental to the general interest of the community.
The proposed amendment does not allow a new or different use in the commercial and
industrial zones where the outdoor advertising signs in Fairview are located but rather
allows for the reconstruction of an existing use. As such, the proposed amendment does
not have a detrimental impact on the general interests of the community. Rather, the
proposed amendment will enhance the general interests of the community, especially those
related to the encouragement of economic development, by improving the
communication/advertising opportunities for businesses and the public. In fact, Fairview’s
2004 Comprehensive Plan cites the coming of Action Motor Sports to Fairview, which is the
business currently advertising on Meadow’s billboard, as in indication of the growing
economic health of Fairview (Comp. Plan p. 78). The proposed amendment will enhance
advertising opportunities for businesses in the area by allowing for the installation of
advertising on the east side of the existing single sided billboard structure located at 21414
SE Sandy Blvd. Additionally, the proposed amendment allows for the reduction in the
number of supporting members of the structure and the size of the footprint of a billboard
sign, thus reducing the visual and impact of the sign and improving its aesthetics.

8. Zone Change Amendment: Describe in detail how the amendment will not violate the land use
designations established by the comprehensive land use plan and or map or related text.
The subject property is designated as Corridor Commercial in the 2004
Comprehensive Plan. The proposed amendment does not contemplate a change
to the use or the land use designation of the underlying property and is
compatible with the property’s commercial designation therefore the proposed
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amendment will not violate the land use designations of the comprehensive
plan.
The proposed amendment will not create “spot zoning” because there will be no
change to the current zoning therefore no new zone designation will be created.

9. Zoning and/or Comprehensive Plan Map Amendment: Demonstrate how the site can
be efficiently provided with public facilities, including water, sewer, electricity, and
natural gas, if needed and that there is sufficient capacity to serve the proposed use.
The proposed amendment does not contemplate any changes to existing
services provided since the amendment only allows for the reconstruction of an
existing use, not the addition of any uses. Therefore, no other facilities aside
from the existing electrical connections will be needed.

10. Zone Change Amendment: Describe in detail, or provide separate Transportation
Impact Study, how the proposed use will affect traffic in the area. What is the expected
trip generation.
As the proposed amendment does not contemplate the addition of a new use
there will be no impact on the traffic in the area.
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Sign Code Comparison
Jurisdiction

Billboards

Non-Conforming Signs

Fairview

Billboards are prohibited, however, existing
billboards can remain and be repaired.

Nonconforming signs can remain as long as they
are maintained in good repair.

Wood Village

"Freeway oriented" signs up to 45' in height and Nonconforming signs shall be made to comply
250 SF in area are allowed. This is significantly
with the sign code when structural alterations,
smaller than what would be required for a
relocation, or replacement of a sign occurs. Offmodern, average sized billboard. Meadows'
site repair/restoration and normal maintenance
current billboard in Fairview is 576 SF in area. is allowed without loss of nonconforming status.

Troutdale

No additions or enlargements may be made to
Freeway signs are allowed in Commercial and
nonconforming signs. If signs are moved,
Industrial Zones. Max height is 60' above freeway replaced, or structurally altered they shall be
elevation and max area is 672 SF.
brought into conformance with current
standards.

Gresham

Nonconforming signs shall be made to comply
Billboards not mentioned in sign code. The max
with the current code when structural
freestanding sign height is 25' and the max
alterations, changes of face sign, or relocation or
freestanding sign area is 250 SF (in the Moderate replacement occur. Nonconforming signs that
Commercial and Community Commercial zones). result from changes in code are given ten years
to comply with new code or to be removed.

Multnomah County

Billboards allowed, however, they are capped at
the number that existed when Title 11.15.7952 Nonconforming signs that are moved, replaced,
was approved. Billboards can be relocated under
or structurally altered shall be brought into
certain conditions (sale of property, damage,
conformance with current sign regulations.
etc.) Maximum height is 50' (measured from top Maintenance, repair, and changes of sign faces of
of sign to the grade below the sign). The max
nonconforming signs are allowed.
area is 672 SF.

Tigard

Billboards are prohibited, however, freeway
signs are allowed. Max height is 35' and max
area is 160 SF.
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Nonconforming signs that are structurally
altered, relocated, or replaced shall immediately
be brought into compliance with current
standards. Repairs and maintenance okay,
however, damage or repair beyond 50% of its
replacement cost shall be brought into
compliance.
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ORDINANCE
(10-2018)

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING FAIRVIEW MUNICIPAL CODE CHAPTER 19.170
SIGN REGULATIONS TO ALLOW NON-CONFORMING BILLBOARDS TO BE
REBUILT ON THE SAME PROPERTY UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS
WHEREAS, signs and billboards are regulated under Fairview Municipal Code (FMC) Chapter
19.170 Sign Regulations; and
WHEREAS, FMC 19.170 prohibits the construction of new billboards and the replacement,
relocation, and enlargement of existing billboards; and
WHEREAS, Meadow Outdoor Advertising has applied for an amendment to FMC 19.170 allowing
non-conforming billboards to be rebuilt on the same property and raised 10 ft. above the adjacent
roadway, subject to certain conditions (described in Attachment 1); and
WHEREAS, there are three existing non-conforming billboards in the City of Fairview (described
in Attachment 2); and
WHEREAS, the City provided notice of Ordinance 10- 2018 / 2018-61-TC to DLCD and Metro
on September 4, 2018; and
WHEREAS, the City provided notice of the hearings consistent with Fairview Municipal Code
Chapter 19.413 and ORS 227.186; and
WHEREAS, the planning commission held quasi-judicial hearing on the application on October 9,
2018 and issued a recommendation to the city council based on the applicable approval criteria
(reserved for Attachment 3 – meeting minutes); and
WHEREAS, the city council held a quasi-judicial hearing on the application on (date) and issued a
decision based on the applicable approval criteria (reserved for Attachment 4 – meeting minutes);
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY OF FAIRVIEW ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1

The Development Code, Chapter 19 of the Fairview Municipal Code, is amended in
substantially the same form as the attached Attachment 1.

Section 2

The City adopts the Findings set forth in the staff report dated (date), attached as
Attachment 5.

{00550431; 1 }
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Section 3

This Ordinance takes effect 30 days after its adoption.

Ordinance adopted by the City Council of the City of Fairview, this

day of

, 2018.

________________________________
Mayor, City of Fairview
Ted Tosterud
ATTEST
________________________________
Date

_________________________________
City Recorder, City of Fairview
Devree Leymaster

{00550431; 1 }
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Proposed Text Amendment
FMC 19.170.050(F)
Billboard Signs. Billboard signs existing at the effective date of the ordinance adopted
July 10, 2010, shall be permitted to remain and be maintained in reasonable repair but
may not be replaced, relocated, enlarged, or otherwise structurally modified. An
existing billboard sign may be rebuilt on the same property, and may be modified to
improve the structural or aesthetic nature of the signs, including altering the height to
be not more than 40 feet above the adjacent roadway, if the following requirements are
met:
a) The modified structure includes fewer supporting elements and so decrease the
visual impact of the supporting structure; and
b) The modification results in a smaller footprint on the ground.
Changes in message shall not affect nonconforming status.
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Address / Tax Lot
21414 NE Sandy Blvd /
1N3E28AC -100
22820 NE Sandy Blvd /
1N3E27B -1004
23400 NE Sandy Blvd /
1N3E27B -1100

Year Built/Rebuilt

Dimensions

Height (Highest Point)

Zone

1975

576 SF

37 Feet

Corridor Commercial

1995

560 SF

77 Feet

General Industrial

1997

672 SF

69 Feet

Corridor Commercial
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meadowoutdoor.com
P.O. Box 331 (mailing) • 1201 Bargeway Road (shipping) • The Dalles, Oregon 97058
541-296-9684 • (Toll-free) 1-800-221-4114 • FAX 541-296-1855
January 7, 2019
City of Fairview City Council
1300 NE Village St
Fairview, Oregon 97024
RE: Billboard discussion
Dear Mayor and Councilors,
I want to provide this letter to you as a supplement to my application for a permit
to rebuild a billboard sign in Fairview. Given the quasi-judicial nature of the process
undertaken to review my application I was precluded from giving a statement during the
initial Council meeting on this subject on January 2nd. Therefore, the purpose of this
letter is to provide an explanation and context for my application in order that this may
be considered along with the information provided in the staff report and application.
Meadow is a family owned and operated company which started in The Dalles in
1981. We have expanded from there and now operate signs throughout Oregon and
the Northwest. On an ongoing basis we upgrade our sign structures to improve their
safety and aesthetics. One sign which has been on our list to rebuild since the early
2000s is our sign in Fairview. This sign is on a long-term lease with East Winds
Industrial Park, has advertised Action Motor Sports, a Fairview business, for a number
of years and is probably one of the ugliest signs we own! Currently the municipal code
allows us to maintain the sign but precludes us from rebuilding it. Through numerous
conversations with city planning staff and review by the city attorney it was determined
that the only avenue which would allow us to rebuild the sign is a text amendment to the
municipal code. Hence our application.
Our application is to replace the existing sign with a new modern sign structure
similar to the two other pre-existing billboards in Fairview. As part of this project we
would install an advertising face on the east side of the sign. We would also like to
increase the height of the sign by ten feet in order to improve its visibility and
effectiveness. We feel the improvements to the sign will be a benefit to our advertisers,
to the travelling public viewing the sign and, given the sign’s location immediately before
the Fairview Parkway off-ramp, a benefit to Fairview businesses hoping to bring traffic
off of I-84 and into Fairview.
Thank you very much for your consideration. I look forward to addressing any
additional questions or concerns you have during the January 16th Council meeting.
Best Regards,

Brian Casady
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EXHIBIT A DRAFT ORDINANCE

ORDINANCE
(1-2019)
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING FAIRVIEW MUNICIPAL CODE CHAPTER 19.170
SIGN REGULATIONS TO ALLOW NON-CONFORMING BILLBOARDS TO BE
REBUILT ON THE SAME PROPERTY UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS
WHEREAS, signs and billboards are regulated under Fairview Municipal Code (FMC) Chapter
19.170 Sign Regulations; and
WHEREAS, FMC 19.170 prohibits the construction of new billboards and the replacement,
relocation, and enlargement of existing billboards; and
WHEREAS, there are three existing non-conforming billboards in the City of Fairview (description
included as Attachment 2); and
WHEREAS, Meadow Outdoor Advertising has applied for a text amendment to FMC 19.170
allowing non-conforming billboards to be rebuilt subject to certain conditions; and
WHEREAS, the planning commission held quasi-judicial hearing on the application on October 9,
2018 and issued a recommendation to approve the application with amendments to the proposed
code language (amended code language included as Attachment 1); and
WHEREAS, the city council held a quasi-judicial hearing on the application on January 16, 2018
and issued a decision based on the applicable approval criteria; and
WHEREAS, the City provided notice of Ordinance 10-2018 (re-numbered as 1-2019) / Land Use
Application 2018-61-TA to DLCD and Metro on September 4, 2018; and
WHEREAS, the City provided notice of the hearings consistent with Fairview Municipal Code
Chapter 19.413 and ORS 227.186;
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY OF FAIRVIEW ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1

The Development Code, Chapter 19 of the Fairview Municipal Code, is amended in
substantially the same form as the attached Attachment 1 (Exhibit A1).

Section 2

The City adopts the Findings as described in the minutes for Ordinance 1-2019 on
January 16, 2019 and February 20, 2019.

Section 3

This Ordinance takes effect 30 days after its adoption.

Ordinance adopted by the City Council of the City of Fairview, this February 20, 2019.
________________________________
Mayor, City of Fairview
Brian Cooper
________________________________
Date

ATTEST
_________________________________
City Recorder, City of Fairview
Devree Leymaster
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MINUTES
CITY OF FAIRVIEW
CITY COUNCIL
February 6, 2019

Council Members
Brian Cooper, Mayor
Cathi Forsythe
Mike Weatherby
Keith Kudrna
Balwant Bhullar
Natalie Voruz
Darren Riordan

Staff
Nolan Young, City Administrator
Allan Berry, Public Works Director
Lesa Folger, Finance Director
Heather Martin, City Attorney
Devree Leymaster, City Recorder
Travis Gullberg, Captain MCSO

WORK SESSION (6:00 PM)
1. COUNCIL TRAINING
Heather Martin and Mallory Beebe, City Attorney's Office, presented the council training as
summarized in Exhibit A.
Questions from Council included what the difference is between a City Manager and City
Administrator and clarification regarding ex parte contact, conflict and bias.
City Administrator Young replied typically the role of the City Manager is specified in the charter, while
a City Administrator’s role is identified in the code via an ordinance. In Fairview, the authorities are
similar between the two.
City Attorney Martin emphasized whenever in doubt about a bias, conflict or ex parte contact –
disclose. If a Councilor has a question about a contact or potential situation, contact the City
Administrator for guidance. The City Attorney’s office is available as well. The goal is to provide the
public the opportunity to rebut the substance of all information that any Councilor may be using to
assist them in the decision making process. The decision making process needs to be impartial and
provide the public an opportunity to be heard.
2. UPDATE STATUS & PRIORITIES OF GOAL OBJECTIVES
CA Young reminded Council of the Goal Setting Work Session scheduled for Saturday, February 9
from 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM.
COUNCIL MEETING (7:00 PM)
1. CALL TO ORDER
ROLL CALL
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
2. CITIZENS WISHING TO SPEAK ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS
None.
3. CONSENT AGENDA
a. Minutes of January 16, 2019
b. Confirm Appointments to the Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation:
Resolution 10-2019
Councilor Weatherby moved to approve the consent agenda and Councilor Forsythe seconded. The
motion passed unanimously.
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AYES: 7
NOES: 0
ABSTAINED: 0
4. PRESENTATION
a. Potential Use of Roundabouts in the Halsey Corridor
Director Berry shared information as referred to in Exhibit B. He reviewed the concept of roundabouts
and when/why they may be used and gave a status update on the Fairview Parkway/Halsey concept.
He reiterated this is just a concept. If it moves forward, the next step is to refine the design concept to
establish if it is feasible. The Halsey Corridor Coordinating Committee (HC3) is looking at the
roundabout concept as an option to enhance the Halsey corridor and its success.
Councilor Forsythe inquired about the traffic study; the time window and if additional studies will be
conducted. Director Berry answered yes, traffic volume and patters will be looked at more carefully. He
noted the goal is to not drive traffic on to Halsey, but to make it accessible to a corridor with
destinations (shops, restaurants) and things to do. To connect Fairview, Wood Village, and Troutdale.
HC3 is looking at the corridor a as whole.
Councilor Weatherby asked if trucks with triple trailers could navigate a roundabout. Director Berry
replied yes.
Vice Chair Voruz requested more information regarding public safety; accident rates.
Councilor Kudrna encouraged Councilors to check out a well-functioning roundabout at Cesar Chavez
and NE Glisan.
Mayor Cooper supported letting HC3 continue with their work; look at the feasibility.
Councilor Forsythe asked if there had been discussion about creating a by-pass. Director Berry, replied
no, he has not heard anything. He noted the Halsey Corridor will help keep the identity of the cities
intact and viable. The roads will not just be a way to get through.
CA Young shared the intent is to use Urban Renewal funds to flush out the concept further. HC3 will
continue as the sounding board and refine the concept. When it gets to the right point, public meetings
will be scheduled and advertised to get public input. Staff will check into public safety information.
Council concurred.
Director Berry proposed scheduling a site visit to a roundabout that is an example of representative of
what may happen here. Council was open to the idea.
5. COUNCIL BUSINESS
a. Appoint a Member to the East County Recreation Board: Resolution 9-2019
Councilor Weatherby moved to approve Resolution 9-2019 and Councilor Riordan seconded. The
motion passed unanimously.
AYES: 7
NOES: 0
ABSTAINED: 0
b. Planning Commission Vacancy - Discuss Options to Fill Position
Council discussed whether to select from the remaining candidates interviewed on January 16 or to
start a new recruitment process for the recently vacated Planning Commission seat. Council directed
staff to proceed with the recruitment process.
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8. PUBLIC HEARING
a. Amend Fairview Municipal Code to add Chapter 8.12 Establishing Regulations for Chronic
Nuisance Properties: Ordinance 3-2019
City Recorder Leymaster read the second reading of the ordinance by title. City Attorney Martin
commented there was no new information to share. Mayor Cooper opened the public hearing. There
was no comment. Mayor Cooper closed the closed the public hearing.
Councilor Forsythe moved to adopt Ordinance 3-2019 and Councilor Weatherby seconded. The
motion passed unanimously.
AYES: 7
NOES: 0
ABSTAINED: 0
9. ADJOURNMENT
Councilor Kudrna moved to adjourn the meeting and Councilor Forsythe seconded. The motion
passed, and the meeting adjourned at 7:48 PM.
AYES: 7
NOES: 0
ABSTAINED: 0

________________________________

_________________________________

Devree Leymaster
City Recorder

Brian Cooper
Mayor

________________________________

Date of Signing

A complete recording and/or video of these proceedings is available.
Contact the City of Fairview City Recorder Office, 1300 NE Village St., Fairview, OR 97024, (503) 674-6224.
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Exhibit A

Form of Government
• The City Charter creates a CouncilAdministrator form of Government.
• All powers reserved to Council (as a body)
unless delegated to another person/body.

Fairview City Council Training

• The City Administrator performs the day-today management responsibilities of the City
and serves as the administrative head of the
City government.

February 6, 2019
Presented by Heather R. Martin and Mallory R. Beebe
BEERY ELSNER & HAMMOND, LLP

Council Business

Council Business

• Council conducts it’s business as a body –
individual councilors and the mayor have no
independent authority to act on behalf of the
City.

• Council generally uses Robert’s Rules of
Order to conduct business.
• Mayor or Council President (in Mayor’s
absence) serves as presiding officer.

• Council acts through ordinances (legislative
decisions); resolutions (administrative
decisions); orders (quasi-judicial decisions);
and other motions adopted by a majority of
the Council.

• Unless a member of the Council states that
he or she is not voting, his or her silence shall
be recorded as an affirmative vote.
• Should only abstain from voting if you have
an ACTUAL conflict of interest

• Fairview requires public hearing for ORDs

1
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Exhibit A

Council Business

Council Business

• City Administrator organizes and compiles
the Council agenda with final approval by the
Mayor.

• Councilors need to wait to be recognized by
presiding officer before speaking

• A councilor may request an item on the
agenda if they have support from one
additional Councilor by notifying the City
Administrator of the topic at least 5 business
days prior to the Council meeting.

• Councilors are to follow Council’s Ethics
Code (Section 9 of Council Rules)
• Except in a Council meeting, Councilors do
not attempt to influence city staff on
personnel matters, purchasing issues,
awards of contracts, etc. Sharing ideas = ok.
(Section 10 of Council Rules)

• Councilors are expected to conduct
themselves so as to bring credit upon the City

Public Meetings

Public Meetings

• The Oregon form of government requires an
informed pubic aware of the deliberations and
decisions of governing bodies.

• Presiding officer has inherent authority to
keep order and impose reasonable
restrictions necessary for the efficient and
orderly conduct of a meeting.

• Deliberations and decisions by a quorum of
the Council must be done in public.

• Council should not eject an individual from a
meeting unless that individual has actually
disrupted the meeting.

• Beware of electronic meetings (e-mail and
social media) as well as serial meetings.
• Purely social gatherings are not covered –
but don’t discuss City business at social
gatherings.

2
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Exhibit A

Public Meetings

Public Records

• Council may use executive sessions to
discuss certain matters privately.

• Public Records requires both inspection and
preservation.

• No final decisions may be made in an
executive session.

• The law applies to all government records of
any kind.

• Must follow specific procedures when going
into executive session.

• May charge reasonable fees for inspection –
must adopt fee schedule.

• Media permitted to attend in most situations
but may not report – can use information to
follow other leads though!

• Exemptions exist that permit City to keep
certain documents confidential.

Public Records

Quasi-Judicial Decisions

• City must follow record retention policy
adopted by Secretary of State archives
division.

• A quasi-judicial decision typically applies preexisting criteria to an individual person or piece
of land.

• Must keep one official copy of each record for
applicable retention period.

• Determining whether a proceeding is “quasijudicial” turns on whether the decision displays
certain characteristics:
1. “bound to result in a decision.”
2. “bound to apply pre-existing criteria to
concrete facts.”
3. “directed at a closely circumscribed
factual situation or a relatively small
number of persons.”

• Duty extends to Councilors and Mayor, not
just employees (which means social media
posts and emails to home computers must be
retained).
• Destruction of public records is a criminal
offense.

3
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Exhibit A

Quasi-Judicial Decisions

Legislative Decisions
• Legislative decisions typically involve the
adoption of more generally applicable policies,
standards, etc., that apply to a variety of factual
situations and a broad class of people.

• A quasi-judicial decision must comply with
general standards of due process.
• Due process standards typically include an
opportunity to be heard, an opportunity to
present and rebut evidence, an impartial
decision-maker and a record and written
findings adequate to permit judicial review.

• Because a legislative decision is the
expression of local government policy, the local
government is not required to reach a decision
on a legislative proposal and may table the
issue or decline to review it altogether.

Ex Parte, Conflicts and Bias

Ex Parte Contacts
• An ex parte contact is commonly understood
as a meeting, written communication (including
email), or telephone conversation between a
member of the hearing body and an interested
party, outside of the public hearing process.

• Ex Parte Contacts, Conflicts of Interest and
Biases are all relevant issues that must be
considered in quasi-judicial proceedings.
• Only conflict of interest issues must be
considered in legislative decisions.

• The scope of ex parte contacts is actually
much broader—encompassing any evidence,
relating to a pending application relied on by a
hearing body member in making a final
decision that is not fully disclosed—may
include things such as newspaper articles, blog
posts and radio reports.

4
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Ex Parte Contacts

Ex Parte Contacts

• Ex parte contact does not render a decision
unlawful so long as there is full disclosure.

• Under ORS 227.180(4) and ORS 215.422(4)
communications with staff are not considered
an ex parte contact.

• Disclosure must occur at the earliest possible
time in the decision-making process.

• However, staff may not serve as a conduit for
obtaining information outside of the public
process unless that information is disclosed.

• There are two components to full disclosure:
(1) placing the substance of the written or oral
ex parte contact on the record and (2) a public
announcement of the ex parte contact.
• The public must be given an opportunity to
rebut the substance of the ex parte contact.

Conflict of Interest

Conflict of Interest
• A relative includes:
(1) the spouse, parent, step-parent, child,
sibling, step-sibling, son-in-law and
daughter-in-law of a public official;
(2) the parent, step-parent, child, sibling, sonin-law and daughter in law of the spouse
of a public official;
(3) any individual that the public official has a
legal obligation to support; and
(4) any individual to whom or from whom the
official provides or receives benefits from
employment

• An actual conflict of interest is defined under
ORS 244.020 as any decision or act by a
public official that would result in a “private
pecuniary benefit or detriment.”
• An actual conflict extends not only to financial
gain or loss to the individual public official but
also to any relatives of the public official or any
business with which the official or relative is
associated.

5
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Exhibit A

Conflict of Interest
•

Conflict of Interest

Businesses with which a public official is associated :

In the case of an actual conflict of interest, the
official must both:

 A person is “associated with” a private business if: the
person is a director, officer, owner, or employee or agent
of the business; or if a person owns or has owned more
than $1000 worth of stock, equity interest, stock options,
or debt interest of a private business in the preceding
calendar year.
 A person is “associated with” a publicly held corporation
if: the person is an officer or director of the publically
traded company, or if the person owns or has owned
more than $100,000 worth of stock in the preceding
calendar year.
 A person is a “associated with” a business if they are
required to file an annual statement of economic interest
and that business is a “source of income” that produces
10 percent or more of the person’s total annual
household income.

• Announce the actual conflict of interest; and
• Refrain from taking official action or
participating in any discussion or deliberation.

Conflict of Interest

Conflict of Interest
• Where a public official is part of a “class” that
consists of a larger group of people affected
by a decision, no conflict exists.

• A potential conflict of interest is distinguished
from an actual conflict of interest in that the
benefit or detriment “could” occur while in an
actual conflict of interest situation, the benefit
or detriment “would” occur.

• There is no hard and fast rule on the size or
type of class to which the conflict exemption
applies.

• In the case of a potential conflict of interest,
the official must announce the conflict, but
may take action on the issue.

• The class exemption depends on the facts of
each case.

6
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Bias

Bias

• A biased decision maker substantially impairs
a party’s ability to receive a full and fair
hearing.

• Actual bias means prejudice or prejudgment of
the parties or the case to such a degree that
the decision maker is incapable of being
persuaded by the facts to vote another way.

• Bias can be in favor of or against the party or
the application.

•

• Generalized expressions of opinions are not
bias.

Bias

This can include:
1. Personal bias;
2. Personal prejudice; or
3. An interest in the outcome.

Gifts

• Local quasi-judicial decision makers, who frequently are
also elected officials, are not expected to be entirely free
of any bias. To the contrary, local officials frequently are
elected or appointed in part because they generally
favor or oppose certain types of development.

• The law prohibits public officials, relatives of
public officials and members of a public
official’s household from soliciting or receiving
any gifts over $50 in a calendar year from any
source that has, or could reasonably be
expected to have, a legislative or
administrative interest in the public official’s
decisions or votes.

• Local decision makers are expected, however, to (1) put
whatever bias they may have to the side when deciding
individual permit applications, and (2) engage in the
necessary fact finding and attempt to interpret and apply
the law to the facts as they find them so that the ultimate
decision is a reflection of their view of the facts and law
rather than a product of any positive or negative bias the
decision maker may bring to the process.

• Always look to source of the gift!
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Gifts

Abuse of Office

• A gift is anything of economic value, but the
definition excludes things such as:
1. gifts from relatives or members of the
household of the public official;
2. gifts in the form of tokens, plaques,
trophies or mementos with a resale value
less than $25; and
3. gifts received as part of one’s private
business, employment or volunteerism.
•

• Public officials may not use or attempt to use
their position to obtain financial gain or avoid
financial detriment that would not otherwise be
available but for the holding of the official
position.

Several other exemptions from definition of
gifts.

Confidential Information

SEI Filing

• Public officials may not further or attempt to
further personal gain through use of
confidential information gained in the course of
or by reason of their official positions or
activities in any way.

• The Annual Verified Statement of Economic
Interest (SEI) must be filed by April 15 of each
year and becomes a public record.
• Covers assets from previous calendar year –
just like your taxes.
• The SEI is best characterized as a declaration
of income, holdings and business
associations.
• Must be on form provided by OGEC.

8
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Nepotism

Questions

• Public official may not participate in the
appointment, employment, promotion,
discharge, firing or demoting of a relative or
member of the household.

 Please feel free to call or email with any

questions or comments.

• Public officials may not directly supervise a
relative or member of the household unless
local policy expressly permits.

Heather R. Martin
Mallory R. Beebe
Beery Elsner & Hammond, LLP
1750 SW Harbor Way, Suite 380
Portland, OR 97201
t (503) 226 7191 | f (503) 226 2348
chad@gov-law.com
www.gov-law.com
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Exhibit B

Presentation Overview

• Characteristics of modern roundabouts
• Benefits of Roundabouts
• Key considerations for planning, analysis, and design
of roundabouts
• Genesis of the Roundabout Concept in the Halsey
Corridor
Photo: Kittelson & Associates, Inc.

Roundabouts & How We
Might Use Them

Characteristics of Modern Roundabouts

Benefits of Roundabouts

• Circular shape, yield control on entry, and geometric
features that create a low-speed environment

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Traffic Safety: Reduce total crashes by 35% and injury crashes by
76%
Pedestrian Safety: Reduced vehicle speeds, focus on one traffic
stream
Traffic Calming: Reduce vehicle speeds using geometric design
Operational Performance: Lower overall delay than other controlled
intersections
Ongoing Operations and Maintenance: Lower operating and maintenance
costs than a traffic signal
Environmental Factors: Less noise, fuel consumption and fewer air quality
impacts
Access Management: Facilitate U-turns
Aesthetics: Islands offer opportunity for landscaping and art displays
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What to Consider when Siting a Roundabout

Common Site Applications

• A modern roundabout should be considered
anywhere a traffic signal or stop control is
under consideration

• Corridors: Opportunity to shape cross sections

• Roundabouts can be advantageous in a
number of locations

• Intersections with high delay: Reduce delay

• Gateway treatments: Create community focal points

• Intersections: Significantly reduce crashes

• However, certain constraints may adversely
affect their feasibility at a specific site

Key Objectives of Roundabout Design

Consideration 1: Design Speed

• Key considerations that affect horizontal design
– Design speed
– Path alignment
– Design vehicle
– Central Island
– Splitter Islands

• Design speed is defined by the theoretical speed
drivers could achieve through the roundabout
• Achieve an appropriate design speed for the entry
movements and consistent speeds for all
movements
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Consideration 2: Path Alignment

Consideration 3 : Design Vehicle

• Multilane roundabouts should align vehicles into the
appropriate lane within the circulatory roadway
• A good design balances entry speed and path
alignment

• The design vehicle is best identified
at the start of the project and
evaluated early in the design
process

Design Vehicle Classifications

Consideration 4: Central Island

• A circular central island is preferred because the
circulatory roadway helps promote constant speeds
• The size plays a key role in determining the amount
of deflection imposed on the through vehicle’s path
• The island may include enhancements, serving an
aesthetic purpose and providing conspicuity of the
intersection for approaching motorists
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Pedestrian Design Treatments

• Splitter islands provide refuge for pedestrians,
control speeds, guide traffic, separate traffic
streams, and deter wrong-way movements

• Sidewalks at roundabouts should be set back from
the circulatory roadway to discourage pedestrians
from crossing to the central island

• Longer splitter islands
can help reduce
confusion for entering
motorists

Photo: Skagit County Public Works Dept. (used with permission)

Consideration 5: Splitter Island

Bicycle Design Treatments

Pavement Markings and Signs

• Bicycle lanes
should end in
advance of
roundabouts

• Markings and signs are integral to roundabout design
and should facilitate through and turning movements
• Typical pavement
markings delineate
the entries, exits, and
circulatory roadway

• Bicyclists may act
as a vehicle or
pedestrian

• Overall signing
concept similar to
intersection signing
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Costs

• Lighting should make roundabouts conspicuous and
visible to approaching drivers

• Construction and right-of-way costs vary, but can be
significant

• Lighting and landscaping
focus driver attention on
key conflict areas

• Benefit-cost analysis may be useful in an
alternatives analysis

• Landscaping also
discourages pedestrian
traffic through center
island

Photo: Lee Rodegerdts (used with permission)

Lighting and Landscaping

• Roundabouts often have longer life cycle between
upgrades than signalized intersections

Economic Development Viewpoint

Status Update on Fairview
Parkway / Halsey Concept

• The Halsey Corridor Project:
– provides for an economic development focused corridor
spanning the 3 cities of Fairview, Wood Village, and
Troutdale.
• The Halsey Corridor Coordinating Committee (HC3)
has determined:
– branding and clear gateways to the corridor would be
beneficial to its success.
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Economic Development Viewpoint

Economic Development Viewpoint

• Fairview Parkway:
– Fairview Parkway primarily provides rapid connectivity from
the I-84 freeway to the City of Gresham
– Does not provide a clear gateway concept for the Halsey
Corridor.
– Pursue a method to maintain the transportation needs of
east county as a whole and provide the gateway that we feel
the corridor needs.

• The HC3 has been investigating the efficient use of
the area north-east of the intersection of Fairview
Parkway/Halsey.
• The concept of a ParkNRide has been front and
center in these conversations.
• Similarly the concept has been to include a
community dog park in the planning process.

Economic Development Viewpoint

Methods to Address Site Constraints

• These concepts have been discussed and are in the
process of review and acceptance by PP&L and
PGE, the owners and users of the aforesaid
property.
• To accommodate the use of that property, access is
a key limiting factor and thus the concept of a
roundabout was proposed.
• Further to this opportunity, there are also economic
development benefits to the roundabout, namely
access to the lot east of Fairview Parkway and south
of I-84.

•
•
•
•
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Additional operational analysis
Design modifications
Coordination with affected parties
Consideration of other intersection types if these
constraints cannot be overcome
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Scenarios Considered for the Roundabout Analysis

Traffic Volume Development

•
•
•
•

• Traffic Counts collected Thursday December 6th
2018
• Metro provided turning movement projections
– Base model 2015
– Future model 2040

Year
Year
Year
Year

2018
2018
2040
2040

Existing Signal
Roundabout
No-Build (Signal)
Roundabout

Intersection Performance Measures

Kittleson Preliminary Results

• Level of Service (LOS)
– A – F scale
• A is very low vehicle delay times (<10seconds)
• F is high delay times (>50secs roundabout, >80secs intersection)
• Multnomah County have set D as their operating standard
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Roundabout Alternative

Fairview Parkway / Halsey Concept

•

To maintain acceptable levels of service at each approach, the
roundabout will require multi-lane entries on the northbound,
southbound, and eastbound approaches. Additionally, a separated
right turn lane will be required for the eastbound approaches to
accommodate expected 2040 traffic conditions.
• The proposed roundabout would require an inscribed circle
diameter between 165 feet and 220 feet to accommodate a WB-67
design vehicle.
• The proposed roundabout configuration is projected to operate at
LOS C in 2040 in both the AM and PM peak hours.
• It may be possible to build an interim form of the roundabout with a
smaller footprint that can be expanded as traffic increases.

Maintain Signal Alternative

Potential Site Constraints for Roundabout

•

• Physical complications may make construction
challenging
– Property Acquisition due to need for right turn lane
– Wetlands to the south-east
– Existing electrical equipment

The Fairview Parkway and NE Halsey Boulevard intersection
currently operates at LOS D in the peak hours.
• Under expected 2040 traffic conditions, the intersection is projected
to continue operating at LOS D with no geometric modifications.
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Next Steps

• Refine the design concepts to establish feasibility

QUESTIONS?

• Confirm operability of the ParkNRide
• Assure design elements work together to provide
desirable safety and operational characteristics
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Fairview Planning Commission

THRU:

Nolan K. Young, City Administrator
Allan Berry, Public Works Director
Sarah Selden, Senior Planner

DATE:

February 12, 2018

SUBJECT:

Planning Commission Annual Report to City Council for 2018

After a slow winter and spring for the Commission, 2018 quickly became the busiest year for land use
review in many years; the Commission reviewed the same number of applications in 2018 as were
reviewed in total from 2010 through 2017.
Between June and December, the Planning Commission held public hearings for eleven (11) development
applications. These applications were primarily for industrial, and multi-family/commercial mixed-use
development, reflecting the zoning designation for the majority of Fairview’s remaining vacant land. A
summary of the 2018 land use cases can be found on pages 2-3.
The Commission also held three (3) work sessions related to Development Code amendments, and
following public hearings, forwarded recommendations to City Council on two legislative code
amendments: revisions to the Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) standards for compliance with State
rulemaking, and revisions to the billboard sign code initiated by a land use applicant. Finally, the
Commission reviewed the Urban Renewal Plan for its conformance with the Comprehensive Plan.
In 2019, the Commission anticipates fewer design review hearings and more time for Development Code
improvement work. This breathing room presents an important opportunity for the Commission and
Council to help fix code issues, better align the code with the community’s vision, increase the quality of
development, and make the code more predictable and easier to navigate for applicants, the Commission
and staff.
The Commission will be working through two types of code amendments in 2019: 1) Code Maintenance
Amendments intended to correct and clarify the regulations, and 2) Policy-Level Amendments that make
substantive changes to the development regulations. The first will be bundled into a package of smaller
amendments, and the second taken one by one. The Commission’s tentative schedule and list of agenda
items is attached for the Council’s reference.
In 2019 the Commission also hopes to meet periodically with the City Council in joint work sessions. We
look forward to discussing this opportunity to cooperate in setting land use policy direction for the
Community.
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2018 Planning Commission Land Use Hearings – Approved Developments
Case File # and
Project Name
2018-14-DR
Environmental
Works

Project Summary
12,000 SF industrial and office building with outdoor vehicle storage,
for Environmental Works, an environmental cleanup and specialty
construction company.
Location: 22820 NE Sandy Blvd.
Zoning District: General Industrial

2018-15-DR
Fairview Meadows

200 multi-family residential units and 4 live-work units in five
buildings.
Location: 22199 NE Sandy Blvd.
Zoning District: Corridor Commercial

2018-21-DR
Fairview Villa

48 multi-family residential units with 800 SF of ground floor office in
one building.
Location: 20922 NE Sandy Blvd.
Zoning District: Corridor Commercial

2018-22-DR
Village Place

71 multi-family residential units and 6,476 SF of commercial space in
two buildings.
Location: NW Corner of Village Street Market Drive
Zoning District: Village Mixed-Use

2018-37-DR
Allwood Recycling

Modular office building, truck weight scale, and storage for landscape
materials.
Location: 22800 NE Marine Drive
Zoning District: General Industrial

2018-40-CUP
Conditional use approval for 2 duplexes (4 units) in the Residential
Zaloznik Duplexes (R) zone.
Location: Esther Estates Subdivisions, NE 202nd and Oregon
Zoning District: Residential
2018-48-MOD
The Ceeley

Major Modification to 005-98 South Market Square, to add a 4th
story of residential units to Building “D” (The Ceeley). Development
to include 33 multi-family units and 7,710 SF of ground floor
commercial space.
Location: 1601 NE Market Drive
Zoning District: Village Mixed Use
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2018-49-DR
Halsey Commons

Three story mixed-use with 2,775 sf of ground floor commercial and
9 apartments.
Location: 21929 NE Halsey
Zoning District: Town Center Commercial

2018-50-DR-SD
Raze/Haq
Mixed-Use
Subdivision

Site Design Review and subdivision for 12 duplex lots (24 units), 17
townhomes, and 2 commercial lots with 13,000 sf of commercial
space.

2018-51-DR
Halsey Crossing

Mixed use development with 84 apartment units and 6,000 sq. ft. of
commercial.

Location: 20939 & 20925 NE Halsey Street (NW corner of Fairview
Parkway & Halsey)
Zoning District: Town Center Commercial

Location: 22001 NE Halsey Street (NW corner of 223rd & Halsey)
Zoning District: Town Center Commercial
2018-62-DR
AGC Heat
Transfer

63,075 SF build-to-suit industrial manufacturing facility.
Location: 3025 & 3109 NE 230th Avenue
Zoning District: General Industrial
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Planning Commission 2019 Meeting Schedule
Meetings are held the 2nd & 4th Tuesday of the month at 6:30 p.m.
Note: Agenda items are subject to change based on complete land use applications ready for
hearing, Commission progress on legislative amendments, and trainings to be scheduled (see
page 3 for future agenda items). The Commission will receive updated schedules with meeting
packets, and will be notified separately about any meeting cancelation due to lack of agenda
items or quorum.

FEBRUARY 12
Work Sessions

2019 Code Amendments
 Review list of amendments discussed by Planning Commission
on 9-11-18, with proposed schedule for review and adoption
of 2019 priority items
 Review background and provide feedback on scope of work
for amending mixed-use definition
 Discuss public involvement process

Other Business

 Elect Planning Commission Chair and Vice-Chair for 2019


Planning Commission Report to Council
Annual report summarizes Commission’s activities and
accomplishments from 2018. Commission to review & finalize
draft report, and forward to Council.

FEBRUARY 26
Work Sessions

2019 Code Amendments – Policy Item 1: CC Zone Mixed-Use
Work Session 1: Analysis and Code Amendment Options

MARCH 12
Work Sessions

2019 Code Amendments – Maintenance
Work Session 1: Draft Code Language

MARCH 26
Hearings

UPDATED February 15, 2019

2019-05-ZC
23001 NE Marine Drive
Allwood Recycling re-zone from AH to GI. Corrects 1993
procedural error by City for change that PC “approved” in 1993
concurrent with the site design review application. PC should
have “recommended” zone change and Council then adopted by
ordinance.
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APRIL 9
Work Sessions

Halsey Corridor Code Amendments
Review and provide feedback on code amendments concepts for
the zoning districts along Halsey (DLCD grant project)
2019 Code Amendments – Policy Item: CC Zone Mixed-Use
Work Session 2: Options or Draft Code Language (depending work
session #1 outcome)

APRIL 23
Hearings

2019-XX-TA
Code Maintenance Text Amendments
Public hearing to make recommendation to Council

Work Sessions

Commission for Citizen Involvement Meeting
Annual review and discussion of City’s program for citizen
involvement in land use planning

MAY 14
Work Sessions/Hearing

TBD - Possible land use hearing

MAY 28
Hearings

2019-XX-TA
Corridor Commercial Mixed-Use Text Amendments
Public hearing to make recommendation to Council

JUNE 11
Work Sessions

2019 Code Amendments – Policy Item 2: Code Exceptions
Work Session 1: Analysis and Code Amendment Options

JUNE 25
Work Session/Hearing

UPDATED February 15, 2019

TBD - Possible land use hearing
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Future items to be scheduled:
Pre-Application Conferences Held/Expected to Submit Land Use Applications:
2018-20-Pre-App

North side of Sandy Blvd., East of 230th – Light industrial development on
14-acre parcel

2018-53-Pre-App

Comp Plan Map Amendment, Zoning Map Amendment, and Development
Code Text Amendments to re-zone 2 parcels on east side of NE 223rd
between Sandy & Townsend Way from General Industrial (GI) to Light
Industrial (LI), to allow mini-storage.

2018-56-Pre-App

Cal Portland Re-Zone of River-Oriented Industrial from R/MF to GI (20601
NE Marine Drive)

2018-65-Pre-App

Comp Plan Map & Zoning Map amendment associated with lot line
adjustment (20101 NE Interlachen)

2018-78-Pre-App

9-lot subdivision on north side of Wistful Vista (Planning Commission
hearing required if proposal changes to involve more than 10 parcels or a
Conditional Use request)

2019 Pre-App

Major Modification to Conditional Use Approval for 2 duplexes in R-zone
(building re-design)

Other Planning Commission Business to be Scheduled:
Planning Commission training sessions – to be scheduled after new PC member appointed in
March
Future Code Amendment Projects Identified by the Commission:
Food Carts
Fairview Lake Riparian Setback
Parking Standards
Town Center Commercial Development Standards/Halsey Corridor Zoning Standards (Main
Streets grant projects)
Tree Removal on Development Sites/Private Property

UPDATED February 15, 2019
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On the Edge:
Commute Options and Transportation Equity in the Portland Metro
Region’s Northeastern Industrial & Commercial Area
January 2, 2019

Project Overview
This study of the demand for commute options was led by the West Columbia Gorge Chamber
of Commerce and funded by Metro through a Regional Travel Options grant. The purpose of
the study was to examine transportation options in east Multnomah County in and around
Troutdale Reynolds Industrial Park (TRIP), adjacent industrial areas, and along the Halsey
corridor and recommend transportation-related strategies that will support further business
development and infill. The assessment is intended to:
• Produce recommendations for improving transportation options in this area over time
• Identify opportunities to improve coordination and implementation of transportation
options in east Multnomah County
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Project Details
Research, interviews, plan reviews, and surveys were used to collect data. The surveys explored
employer operations; employee commutes, travel to work preferences, and transportation
barriers; and transportation needs of MHCC students who do or would like to work in the study
area. The studies were distributed electronically Fall 2017 and Winter 2018. Additional data
from FedEx’s July 2017 ECO survey and Amazon’s October/November 2018 ECO survey
supplemented data collected from the electronic surveys.
The study area is served by transit, and service extended into TRIP in March 2018. The area has
long segments of shared-use paths that connect to regional trails, but generally the area has
discontinuous biking and walking infrastructure. The roadway network provides an acceptable
level of service to TRIP and other areas, and a number of trip planning tools are available to
assist employees in planning their commutes.
A high-level summary of the results follows.
• People are coming from and going everywhere before and after work in the study area,
including Washington. A high number of employees in the study area trip chain;
consequently, they do not exhibit a traditional commute pattern of leaving from home
to work and returning home. The fewest number of study area workers are from east of
the Sandy River.
• Some people attend classes at Mt. Hood Community College (MHCC), and the college is
an important destination on the way to and from the study area.
• Generally speaking, people commute to and from the study area somewhat before and
during the a.m. peak period and somewhat before and during the p.m. peak period.
There are nighttime shift changes and early morning shift changes for the two largest
employers in the study area that occur outside these morning and evening peak travel
times.
• The transportation-related barriers people experience include lack of a driver’s license
or car to use, the expense of transportation, access to commute options, and
incomplete or insufficiently connected transportation options infrastructure.
• Ample free parking for personal motor-vehicles, incomplete infrastructure for
transportation options, and businesses location at geographic edges makes employee
use of non-drive-alone options to and from the study area challenging.
• Driving alone is the most used form of commuting (66% of respondents), which
employees use considerably more frequently than carpooling (18% of respondents).
• Employees who drive alone to work consider saving time the most important reason to
choose this mode.
• Employees who use modes other than driving alone consider saving money the most
important reason to choose this mode. A high portion of respondents who do not drive
alone report they do not have a car to use or a driver’s license.
Data support the hypothesis that there is an unmet demand for commute options in the study
area, particularly for final-mile service from transit routes to large employment sites in TRIP. For
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other employers in the study area, particularly those along Halsey St, demand for options is less
critical than for TRIP.
Abundant free parking within the study area, lack of infrastructure supporting travel options, a
need for travel flexibility, and absence of incentives to encourage use of transportation options
reinforces drive alone commute trips as the predominant commute mode. This pattern results
in difficulty recruiting and retaining staff. The more commute options and incentives available
to employees, the greater the use of non-drive-alone options.
A critical transportation inequity exists for TRIP employees and potential employees. The lack of
transportation options essentially requires employees to drive. For those employees or
potential employees who do not or cannot drive to access the mid-wage jobs available in TRIP,
the obstacles to accessing employment are significant. These employees or potential
employees must find carpools, use transit that may not coincide with their shift times or be
available if they work weekends, and/or walk or bike on facilities in the dark that may feel
neither safe nor comfortable even during the day.
No single entity is charged with facilitating implementation of the region’s transportation
program. Some recommendations may be implemented by public agencies, others by private
businesses, and still others by partnerships among public and private entities. Consequently, a
top recommendation for the region is a process to explore a collaborative approach to
implementation that makes best use of the resources available through the region’s public and
private sources.
The recommendations are organized in three categories:
• Organization, Coordination, Advocacy – a process that leads to collaboration,
prioritization, and implementation of recommendations
• Transportation Options & Infrastructure – a mix of business and government-provided
facilities, services, and implementation
• Motivation – employer-provided incentives and community-based training with some
agency assistance

Contact
Heidi Beierle
Special Projects Manager
West Columbia Gorge Chamber of Commerce
heidi.b@westcolumbiagorgechamber.com
971.280.7702
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relevant organiza1ons to agree on an approach for
priori1zing, coordina1ng, delivering, and monitoring
improvement of transporta1on op1ons
TRANSPORTION OPTIONS & INFRASTRUCTURE
Carpooling
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Safety
Improve ligh1ng at Line 77 terminus to/from TRIP
Fully separate ac1ve transporta1on facili1es from roads,
especially roads with freight traﬃc
Bike Share and Scooter Share
Provide bike/scooter share at FedEx
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Micromobility
Provide quick mobility op1ons between FedEx and Line 81
terminus
Telecommu1ng
Encourage telecommu1ng for relevant jobs/employers
Compressed Workweek
Where relevant, encourage businesses to oﬀer a
compressed as a commute op1on
MOTIVATION
Carpool Matching
Encourage employees to use Drive Less Connect for
carpool matching
o: applies some to a lot
-: applies a little
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Carpool Matching
Provide on-site ridematching so\ware or message boards
Commute Op1ons Challenges
Promote employee par1cipa1on in the annual Drive Less
Challenge
Promote employee par1cipa1on in other challenges, such
as the Bike More Challenge
Financial Incen1ves
Oﬀer pre-tax payroll deduc1ons
Oﬀer a transporta1on subsidy
Oﬀer an employer-provided transit pass
Oﬀer shared mobility membership
Oﬀer prize opportuni1es for non-drive alone commuters
Emergency Ride Home
Implement an Emergency Ride Home program
Suppor1ve Employment Site Facili1es
Provide as many suppor1ve facili1es as possible
Add shower facili1es and nap rooms
Parking
Con1nue to allow employees to park personal motorvehicles at no charge
Implement a personal motor-vehicle permit program
Provide priority carpool and vanpool parking
Provide covered/secure bicycle parking
Provide on-site loaner bike locks
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FedEx/Amazon

Develop and deliver transporta1on op1ons training for
people enrolled in trades/workforce training programs
Develop and deliver commute op1ons training for
students enrolled in the region's community colleges and
high schools in North Portland east of 60th Ave
Develop and deliver employment recruitment materials in
regional travel op1ons encouragement and training
programs

Safety

Develop and deliver transporta1on op1ons training to
people who live east of I-205 to reach FedEx and Amazon

Eﬀort

New Employee Orienta1on
Inform employees of commute op1ons during orienta1on
Provide employees with blinky lights during orienta1on
and annually before the Drive Less Challenge for
interested employees
Provide safety and use training for bicycling, walking,
scooters, carpool, vanpool, and transit during orienta1on
and periodically for employees who begin using these
op1ons a\er ini1al orienta1on
Workforce Transporta1on Op1ons Training
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transporta1on
burdens addressed

6

Ci1es of Troutdale, Wood Village,
Fairview, Gresham, Portland;
Rosewood Ini1a1ve, Human
Solu1ons, Catholic Chari1es

$$$

S, M, L

Land Use
In the study area and in proximity to the transit lines that
serve the study area, locate aﬀordable housing that
accommodates a range of housing sizes
Allow food carts in the study area, par1cularly near FedEx
and Amazon
Encourage the establishment of childcare accessible via
the study area's transit lines and/or in associa1on with
aﬀordable housing
Consider other opportuni1es to mix uses in the study area
that support employees and reduce the need to drive
alone

-

o

o

o

o

-

o

o

-

o

o

-

o

o

-

o

o

-

-

o

o

-

-

o

o

o

o

o

o

-

-

o

o

o

o

o

o: applies some to a lot
-: applies a little
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Port of Portland, City of
$
Troutdale
Rosewood Ini1a1ve, Human
$-$$
Solu1ons, IRCO, Catholic
Chari1es
Metro, Multnomah County, Ci1es
of Troutdale, Wood Village,
$-$$$
Fairview, Gresham; Port of
Portland

S
S, M

S, M, L

U: underway I: immediate S: short-term
M: medium-term L: long-term
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Multnomah County Sheriff's Office
Law Enforcement Activity Report
Fairview
Jan 1, 2019 to Jan 31, 2019
(31 days in period)

Calls for Service by Call Type
24-Month Chart

Current 31 Day Period

Previous 31 Day Period

Previous Year's 31 Day Avg.

Assault

9

3

5.9

Suicide Attempt/Threat

4

2

2.5

Area Check

8

6

8.5

Premise Check

10

5

9.7

Welfare Check

22

20

19.1

Vacation Home Check

19

13

4.8

Traffic Accident

15

14

16.6

Traffic Stop

216

213

181.6

Subject Stop

25

20

30.4

Suspicious Sub/Veh/Cir

48

46

52.0

Burglary

1

--

3.9

Theft

23

35

24.5

Vandalism

9

15

7.5

Stolen Vehicle

11

13

8.2

Vice

--

3

1.7

244

191

209.7

664

599

586.5

All Other Call Types
Total

Calls for Service by Month: 5-Year View
800

600

400

Dispatched

Feb 4, 2019 12:53:57 PM

Self-Initiated

Trend Line

Trend Line

Trend for All Calls

Call types ACASE, INFO, TEST, and disposition codes I, Q, S, X excluded
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Multnomah County Sheriff's Office
Law Enforcement Activity Report
Fairview
Jan 1, 2019 to Jan 31, 2019
(31 days in period)

Dispatched vs. Self-Initiated Calls for Service
Current 31 Day Period

Previous 31 Day Period

Previous Year's 31 Day Avg.

Dispatched

260

230

245.6

Self-Initiated

404

369

340.9

Calls for Service by Call Priority (dispatched calls only)
Current 31 Day Period

Previous 31 Day Period

Previous Year's 31 Day Avg.

P1-2 (Emergency)

45

39

47.2

P3-7 (Non-Emergency)

190

175

188.3

Average Response Time by Call Priority (from dispatched to on-scene)
Current 31 Day Period

Previous 31 Day Period

Previous Year's 31 Day Avg.

P1-2 (Emergency)

4 minutes 58 seconds

3 minutes 31 seconds

4 minutes 56 seconds

P3-7 (Non-Emergency)

8 minutes 18 seconds

9 minutes 13 seconds

9 minutes 33 seconds

Total Time Spent on all Calls for Service (from on-scene to cleared)
Current 31 Day Period

Previous 31 Day Period

Previous Year's 31 Day Avg.

219 hours 39 minutes

193 hours 7 minutes

209 hours 4 minutes

Average Time Spent per Call for Service (from on-scene to cleared)
Current 31 Day Period

Previous 31 Day Period

Previous Year's 31 Day Avg.

20 minutes 22 seconds

19 minutes 58 seconds

22 minutes 5 seconds

Feb 4, 2019 12:53:57 PM

Call types ACASE, INFO, TEST, and disposition codes I, Q, S, X excluded
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Multnomah County Sheriff's Office
Law Enforcement Activity Report
Fairview
Jan 1, 2019 to Jan 31, 2019
(31 days in period)

Traffic Accidents Reported between Jan 1, 2019 and Jan 31, 2019
Date and Time

Accident Type

Accident Location

Wednesday, Jan 2, 2019 11:04 AM

Non-Injury

NE SANDY BLVD / NE 230TH AVE

Wednesday, Jan 2, 2019 4:25 PM

Non-Injury

22000 BLOCK NE HALSEY ST

Sunday, Jan 6, 2019 7:14 PM

Hit & Run

22600 BLOCK NE HALSEY ST

Monday, Jan 7, 2019 12:33 AM

Non-Injury

3200 BLOCK NE 223RD AVE

Tuesday, Jan 8, 2019 4:19 PM

Hit & Run

20800 BLOCK NE SANDY BLVD

Tuesday, Jan 8, 2019 5:08 PM

Hit & Run

200 BLOCK HARRISON ST

Thursday, Jan 10, 2019 8:56 AM

Injury

EB I84 FWY AT / NE FAIRVIEW PKWY EXIT

Sunday, Jan 13, 2019 3:06 PM

Non-Injury

NE FAIRVIEW PKWY / NE GLISAN ST

Wednesday, Jan 16, 2019 7:24 AM

Injury

1200 BLOCK NE 201ST AVE

Sunday, Jan 20, 2019 3:35 PM

Hit & Run

20600 BLOCK NE HALSEY ST

Monday, Jan 21, 2019 1:38 PM

Hit & Run

2700 BLOCK NE 205TH AVE

Monday, Jan 21, 2019 7:51 PM

Hit & Run

2700 BLOCK NE 205TH AVE

Friday, Jan 25, 2019 8:35 PM

Hit & Run

22700 BLOCK NE HALSEY ST

Saturday, Jan 26, 2019 12:06 PM

Hit & Run

1800 BLOCK NE 226TH AVE

Monday, Jan 28, 2019 10:23 AM

Hit & Run

22700 BLOCK NE HALSEY ST

Community Policing Contacts and Meetings between Jan 1, 2019 and Jan 31, 2019
Date and Time

Time Spent

Contact Type

Location

Wednesday, Jan 2, 2019 7:49 AM

164 minutes

Community Policing

905 NE PACIFIC DR

Wednesday, Jan 2, 2019 2:03 PM

0 minutes

Community Policing

2700 BLOCK NE 205TH AVE

Wednesday, Jan 2, 2019 5:40 PM

144 minutes

Community Meeting

1300 NE VILLAGE ST

Monday, Jan 7, 2019 4:01 PM

37 minutes

Community Contact

260 4TH ST

Monday, Jan 7, 2019 4:47 PM

71 minutes

Community Meeting

21825 NE HALSEY ST

Thursday, Jan 10, 2019 12:48 PM

2 minutes

Community Policing

22605 NE HALSEY ST

Thursday, Jan 10, 2019 2:24 PM

1 minute

Community Policing

2500 NE 205TH AVE

Thursday, Jan 10, 2019 2:40 PM

61 minutes

Community Meeting

1300 NE VILLAGE ST

Thursday, Jan 10, 2019 5:20 PM

165 minutes

Community Meeting

1300 NE VILLAGE ST

Wednesday, Jan 16, 2019 5:41 PM

224 minutes

Community Meeting

1300 NE VILLAGE ST

Thursday, Jan 17, 2019 3:41 PM

9 minutes

Community Policing

21500 NE HALSEY ST

Wednesday, Jan 23, 2019 1:15 PM

8 minutes

Community Policing

21500 NE HALSEY ST

Sunday, Jan 27, 2019 3:41 PM

29 minutes

Community Contact

260 4TH ST

Monday, Jan 28, 2019 5:30 PM

153 minutes

Community Meeting

1300 NE VILLAGE ST

Wednesday, Jan 30, 2019 9:32 AM

64 minutes

Community Policing

723 NE PACIFIC DR

Feb 4, 2019 12:53:57 PM

Call types ACASE, INFO, TEST, and disposition codes I, Q, S, X excluded
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A. Traffic Stops made in the City of Fairview:
FAIRVIEW TRAFFIC STOPS
DISPOSITION
WARNING ISSUED
CITATION ISSUED (NON-CRIMINAL)
ARREST (PHYSICAL)
ASSIGNMENT COMPLETED
NO CLEARANCE CODE GIVEN (DISPATCH ONLY)
ARREST (CITE-IN-LIEU)
UNABLE TO LOCATE PERSON OR LOCATION
TOTAL:

JANUARY
170
24
10
6
4
1
1
216

B. Other Deputy Activity Reporting Summary:
• Total Calls for Service:
664
• Total time spent on calls: 219 hours 39 minutes
• Avg. time spent per call:
20 minutes 22 seconds
• Dispatched:
260
• Self-Initiated:
404
• Traffic Stops:
216
• Subject Stops:
25
C. Response Time (from dispatched to arriving on scene):
•
•

Emergency (Priority 1 and 2):
Non-Emergency (Priority 3 to 7):

Average1
4 minutes 58 seconds
8 minutes 18 seconds

1

Median
4 minutes 30 seconds
6 minutes 3 seconds

The average response time calculation can be significantly influenced by a small number of calls in which a response was slower than usual.
When looking at a small number of records (such as a month’s worth of call data) the influence of these outliers is much greater. The median
provides the “middle point” of the data, where half of the response times were faster and half were slower.
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D. Detective Case Activity:
NEW FAIRVIEW CASES ASSIGNED TO DETECTIVES
DATE ASSIGNED
CRIME
STATUS
PROPERTY CRIME = 0
PERSON CRIME = 4
01/05/2019
SEX OFFENSE
01/09/2019
ASSAULT
01/09/2018
DOMESTIC VIOL
01/18/2019
DIS CON

Active
Active
Active
Active

DISPOSITION OF FAIRVIEW CASES ASSIGNED TO DETECTIVES
DISPOSITION
COUNT
Cleared
Cleared by Arrest
Declined by District Attorney
No Complaint
Referred to City Attorney
Referred to District Attorney
Suspended
Unfounded
JANUARY CASES DISPOSED
OTHER CASES DISPOSED
TOTAL CASES DISPOSED:

0
0
0
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AGENDA STAFF REPORT

MEETING DATE

AGENDA ITEM #

REFERENCE NUMBER

February 20, 2019

7.c.

2019-25

TO:

Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Lesa Folger, Finance Director

THRU:

Nolan K. Young, City Administrator

DATE:

February 14, 2018

ISSUE:
To transfer appropriations for Fiscal Year 2018-19.
BACKGROUND:
Per Oregon Budget Law, “it often becomes necessary after the budget is adopted to transfer appropriation
authority from one fund to another or between appropriation categories within the same fund. The governing
body may authorize some transfers of appropriation authority by passing a resolution or ordinance. A transfer of
appropriation authority is a decrease of one existing appropriation and a corresponding increase of another existing
appropriation, with no net change in the total amount of appropriations” (OAR 150-294.450(3)(1)).
Transfer of Recreation Fund Appropriations from Personnel to Contract Services
Due to the resignation of the Recreation Program Manager in September 2018, the City contracted with Mike
Abbaté to act as the East County Recreation Interim Recreation Manager. The total cost of this contract was
$15,768 and is classified in Materials and Services. As a result, a budget transfer is proposed to move $15,768 in
budgeted appropriations from the Personnel category to the Materials and Services category.
Transfer Recreation Fund Appropriations of $15,768 Between Categories
Current
Adjusted
Recreation Fund
Budget
Transfer
Budget
Personnel Services
116,548
(15,768)
100,780
Materials and Services
49,909
15,768
65,677
$
166,457 $
$
166,457
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RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Staff recommends approval of Resolution 12-2019, authorizing the proposed budget transfer resolution for Fiscal
Year 2018-19.
BUDGET IMPLICATIONS:
Total appropriations do not change.
COUNCIL ALTERNATIVES:
1. Staff Recommendation: Move to approve Resolution 12-2019. This will authorize the proposed
budget transfer resolution for Fiscal Year 2018-19.
2. City Council could amend the resolution to transfer a lesser amount or decline to approve the
resolution. However, the program would likely not have adequate funding to continue operations
without violating Oregon Budget Law.
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RESOLUTION
(12 - 2019)
A RESOLUTION OF THE FAIRVIEW CITY COUNCIL AUTHORIZING THE
TRANSFER OF BUDGET APPROPRIATIONS WITHIN THE RECREATION FUND
WHEREAS, the City Council wishes to comply with Oregon Budget Law; and
WHEREAS, OAR 150-294.450(3)(1) allows for transfers of appropriation authority via resolution;
and
WHEREAS, the budget appropriation transfers provided herein do not change any fund by 10% or
more from the adopted Fiscal Year 2018-19 Budget and in fact only transfer allocations within one
fund, not across funds; and
WHEREAS, the changes to the Fiscal Year 2018-19 Budget as proposed herein do not impact the
total authorized expenditures of any fund; and
WHEREAS, a resolution to accept the transfer of budgeted appropriations within the City of
Fairview Fiscal Year 2018-19 Budget is necessary to continue to manage distribution of those
resources and expenditures and to maintain compliance with ORS 294.471(3) (a) and 294.463.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE FAIRVIEW CITY COUNCIL AS
FOLLOWS:
Section 1

The City Council hereby authorizes the following proposed budget transfer to the
FY2018-19 Budget:

Transfer Recreation Fund Appropriations of $15,768 Between Categories
Current
Adjusted
Recreation Fund
Budget
Transfer
Budget
Personnel Services
116,548
(15,768)
100,780
Materials and Services
49,909
15,768
65,677
$
166,457 $
$
166,457

Section 2

This resolution is and shall be effective from the day of its passage.

Resolution adopted by the City Council of the City of Fairview, this 20th day of February, 2019.

________________________________
Mayor, City of Fairview
Brian Cooper

ATTEST
________________________________
City Recorder, City of Fairview
Devree Leymaster

_________________________________
Date
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT COMMITTEE
WORK SESSION SUMMARY
January 12, 2019
1300 NE Village Street, Fairview, OR 97024

PRESENT:
Kathy Kudrna
Ginell Cooper
Christina Uptergrove
Corinna McGuire
Gail Swanson
Chelsea Jones
Council Liaison Keith Kudrna
STAFF:
Devree Leymaster, City Recorder
GUEST:
Brian Cooper, Mayor
Darren Riordan, Councilor
1. CALL TO ORDER – 10:00 AM
ROLL CALL
2. WELCOME NEW MEMBER/INTRODUCTIONS
Welcomed new member Chelsea Jones and work session attendees introduced themselves.
3. DISCUSS/REVIEW MISSION STATEMNET
Committee reviewed the Mission Statement, “Bringing neighbors together through our shared
experiences and in celebration of our diverse city as it evolves over time. We do so by connecting
our extended community through engagement, outreach and partnership.” They discussed the areas
where they felt they had done well (shared experiences, partnerships, and outreach) and where they
could improve (diversity). Ideas shared to increase diversity included participating in neighborhood
meetings, connecting with the Recreation Manager for ideas and contacts, building a relationship
with Wood Village Baptist Church, and hosting a diversity celebration or including within current
event. Discussed continuing to work to build partnerships with local businesses and increase
communication i.e. social media.
Committee requested City Recorder Leymaster inquire about CEC hosting a Facebook page and
inviting the Recreation Manager to attend a CEC meeting.
4. 2019 BUDGET
Reviewed status of budget. To date have come in under budget for executed events and believe
future event expenses will be at or below budget. The current budget ends June 30, 2019. Easter and
the Mural Project are the two remaining scheduled events. Committee discussed purchasing a
popcorn maker; could be used at all events. Requested CR Leymaster ask for approval to purchase.
5. 2019 EVENTS
Summary of brainstorming and comments.
 Easter Egg Hunt: purchase bunny suit (Member Uptergrove to research), inquire if the
Recreation Committee would host the egg race and/or kids dash, photo opportunity with
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bunny, invite Citizen Patrol and PSAC, consider accessibility, have the older age group go
first, etc.
City Birthday Decorating: put up street pole banners and Fairview passport (parks,
businesses) with small prize for those who participate and enter to win large prize.
Mural: define scope, advertise (poster/flyer) by early March, participating artist host
subcommittee for their area, event name - Fairview Community Mural with tag line
“Explosion of Color”, create contact list, call for artists, reach out to NW Arts, RHS, and
MHCC, advertise in the PDX Pipeline, public event will be from 10AM to 2PM, etc.
Fourth of July: post patriotic street pole banners.
Flicks in the Park: city event, CEC may host a booth with an activity for engagement and
recruitment.
National Night Out: MCSO event, CEC – same as Flicks.
Fairview on the Green: music/food festival in August or September, Friends of Fairview
currently hosts, city may host (TBD), if so CEC will assist in planning.
Veterans Day Decorating: street pole banners, large “Thank You” banners at city entrances,
and yellow ribbons.
Halloween: decorate city hall (window projections/music), decorate gazebo and give out hot
cider, possibly partner with Rise City Church or East County Recreation, invite MCSO,
PSAC, and COPP (hand out glow sticks), host a window decorating competition, host a
parade/walk at the beginning of the month including Historic Fairview, mash up dance,
flash mob, etc. Committee agreed this year’s focus would be on decorating and promoting
safety.
Christmas Tree Lighting: build upon and improve the success of the 2018 event.

6. ART FOCUS
Incorporate art within events and execute the Mural project.
7. VOLUNTEERS/RECRUITMENT
Encourage volunteering at any level, create a database to send email or text bursts, one-on-one
recruitment, getting out there, CEC flyers at all events outlining what is coming up and contact
information.
8. PROMOTION OF CEC AND EVENTS
CEC Corner in Fairview Point, CEC flyers at all events, social media (Facebook, Instagram), etc.
9. FUTURE MEETINGS
Committee agreed to begin meetings at 6:30 PM. February to April they will meet the second and
fourth Wednesday. Tentative agenda for February 13: elect officers, Easter event, and 2019-20
budget planning. Member Swanson reported she will not be available April 13-20.
10. ADJOURNMENT
Chair Kudrna adjourned the work session at 1:40 PM.
Summary prepared by:
Devree Leymaster, CMC
City Recorder
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Exhibit A

APPLICATION

FAIRVIEW
PLANNING COMMISSION
PUBLIC HEARING

Site Design Review and Class C Variance request for
new Fairview Public Works Maintenance Facility
 10,147 sq. ft. office, vehicle storage & shop
building

2018-76-DR-VAR

 New sidewalks along 1 st and Main streets

Public Works
Maintenance Facility

 New landscaping around perimeter of site
 Variance to reduce amount of required
landscaping

January 22, 2019

SITE LOCATION

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Fairview
Elementary
School

Heslin House

CP176
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Exhibit A

EXISTING CONDITIONS

NOTICES/REFERRALS/TESTIMONY
N otice of Pu blic Hearing
 Dec. 19:
Mailed to property owners and
residents/occupants within 250 ft. of the site
 Dec. 21 : Published in the Gresham Outlook
 Dec. 31 : Sign was posted on the site
Referrals
 Application routed to Multnomah County Transportation,
Gresham Fire and Fairview Public Works
Written Testimony
 By noon on the hearing day, no written testimony received

APPLICABLE CRITERIA

APPLICABLE CRITERIA

Lan d Use Di stricts
19.30
Residential District
19.108
Community Service/Parks Overlay

A p pl ication
19.400
19.41 2
19.413
19.424
19.425
19.426

De si gn St and ards
19.162
Access and Circulation
19.163
Landscaping, Street Trees, Fences and Walls
19.164
Vehicle and Bicycle Parking
19.165
Public Facilities Standards

Rev i ew Pro c edures
Administration of Land Use and Development Review
Description of Permit Procedures
Procedures
Site Design Review – Application Review Procedure
Site Design Review – Application Submission Requirements
Site Design Review – Approval Criteria

Exc e ptions to C o de St andards
19.520

Variances

CP177
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Exhibit A

ZONING: RESIDENTIAL  COMMUNIT Y
SERVICE/PARKS OVERLAY (R/CSP)

ALLOWED USES
CO MMU NIT Y SE RVI CE/PARKS OVERLAY
1 9 .108.010 Use s.
The following community service/parks uses and those of a similar
nature may be permitted in any zoning district when approved at a
public hearing by the planning commission. The district is to be
applied only to public property (lands owned by public agencies) or
utilities.
A . Government building or use.
B. Park, playground, athletic or recreational use.
C. Open space and green way.
D. Library.
E. School, private, parochial or public educational institution.
F. Power substation or other public utility building or use .
G. Telecommunications facilities where permitted.

CURRENT SITE LAYOUT

PROPOSED SITE PLAN

DEMO
Vehicle
Access

Proposed
Building

Existing
Pump
Houses

DEMO

Surface
Parking

New Pedestrian
Connectivity
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Vehicle
Access

New
Landscaping
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Exhibit A

PARKING
Type of Use
Public Utilities (Gas,
Water, Telephone,
Etc.), Not Including
Business Offices.

BUILDING DESIGN
Parking Ratio
One space per each
employee on the largest shift,
plus one space per company
vehicle.

Total number of spaces required
Total number of spaces proposed

Number of
Employees
8

Number of
Fleet Vehicles
10

18
15 interior +
4 exterior = 19

1ST STREET ELEVATION

BUILDING DESIGN

BUILDING DESIGN

INTERIOR MAINTENANCE YARD (EAST) ELEVATION
MAIN STREET ELEVATION
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Exhibit A

LANDSCAPE PLAN

BUILDING DESIGN

 Required:
20% = 5,816 SF
 Proposed (with
Variance):
7%= 2,051 SF
 9 Paperbark
Maple street
trees
 Shrubs abutting
the building
Conditions:
 One additional
street tree on
Main Street, and
shrubs/grasses
along 223rd

ALLEY-FACING (NORTH) ELEVATION

VARIANCE REQUEST

VARIANCE REQUEST

Class C Variance intended for:

Unique Circumstances

 Special and unusual circumstances related to
a specific property

 Constrained site for maintenance yard
 Location of wells cannot be changed/large
equipment needed for servicing wells

 Over which the applicant has no control, and
which are not applicable to other properties
in the vicinity

 20% landscaping requirement Residential
districts, less suitable for maintenance
facility
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Exhibit A

VARIANCE REQUEST

VARIANCE REQUEST
Well Rehab
Activity

Well Rehab
Activity

VARIANCE CRITERIA

KEY CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

 Does not vary permitted uses

B-3

Prior to issuance of permits, revise the site plan
to show compliance with the requirement for
contrasting paving materials to delineate the
pathway crossing the parking area.

B-4

Prior to issuance of building permits, the applicant
shall update the landscape plan to include one
additional Paperbark Maple tree on the east side of
the Main Street driveway, and to include shrubs
and/or grasses along 223 rd Avenue that will reach a
mature height of at least three. Native plants are
encouraged to be added to the mix of shrubs where
practicable.

 Will not be detrimental to other properties in
the vicinity
 Hardship unique to lot specific lot
circumstances, not self-imposed
 Physical and natural systems not adversely
impacted
 Minimum variance necessary to alleviate
hardship
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Exhibit A

PLANNING COMMISSION
ALTERNATIVES

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

 Approve the application based on the findings of
compliance with City regulations and conditions of
approval.

Staff finds that the proposed application will meet the
requirements of the City Code as conditioned, and
recommends approval of the site design review subject
to conditions listed and described in the Staff Report.

 Modify the findings, reasons, or conditions, and
approve the request as modified.
 Deny the application based on the Commission’s
findings.
 Continue the Public Hearing to a date certain if
more information is needed.
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2/4/2019

APPLICATION

FAIRVIEW
PLANNING COMMISSION
PUBLIC HEARING

Site Design Review request for new storage
building at Townsend Farms:
Replacement of existing 40’ x 120’ concrete
block building with new 40’ x 180’ metal
building in the same location.

2018-75-DR
Townsend Farms Building J

Building serves as accessory storage for
cardboard, buckets and uniforms.

January 22, 2019

SITE
LOCATION

SITE
LOCATION

BUILDING J
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2/4/2019

EXISTING CONDITIONS

NOTICES/REFERRALS/TESTIMONY
N otice
 Jan.
 Jan.
 Jan.

of Pu blic Hearing
2:
Mailed to property owners within 250 ft. of site
4:
Published in the Gresham Outlook
11:
Sign was posted on the site

Referrals
 Application routed to Gresham Fire and Fairview Public Works
Written Testimony
 By noon on the hearing day, no written testimony received

APPLICABLE CRITERIA
A p pl ication
19.400
19.41 2
19.413
19.424
19.425
19.426

ALLOWED USES
19.85.020 Permitted land uses.

Rev i ew Pro c edures
Administration of Land Use and Development Review
Description of Permit Procedures
Procedures
Site Design Review – Application Review Procedure
Site Design Review – Application Submission Requirements
Site Design Review – Approval Criteria

A. Permitted Uses. The land uses listed in Table 19.85.020.A are permitted in
the general industrial district, subject to the provisions of this chapter.
Table 19.85.020.A

Lan d Use Di stricts
19.85
General Industrial District
De si gn St and ards
19.162
Access and Circulation
19.163
Landscaping, Street Trees, Fences and Walls
19.164
Vehicle and Bicycle Parking
19.165
Public Facilities Standards
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Zone

Land Use Types Permitted

General Industrial

6. Accessory Uses and
Structures

2

2/4/2019

SITE
PLAN

SITE
PLAN

10 ft.
setback
from
Building H

OLD
FOOT
PRINT

NEW
FOOT
PRINT

16 ft.
setback
from
Building K

25 ft. setback
south
property line

PROPOSED PATHWAY LOCATIONS

BUILDING DESIGN

Condition of approval to submit
scaled site plan showing compliance
with pedestrian connectivity
requirements

5 ft. wide pathways
connecting building
entrances


Contrasting paving materials
for crosswalks through
parking areas or driveways

WEB STEEL BUILDING PLANS

Exhibit B
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2/4/2019

SITE DEVELOPMENT
REQUIREMENTS

KEY CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

No new impervious area

B-3

Prior to issuance of permits, the applicant shall submit
an updated scaled site plan showing compliance with
FMC 19.162.030.A(1) and (3), providing connectivity
between Building J and other building entries and uses
on the site.

B-4

Prior to issuance of building permits, the applicant shall
submit an updated scaled site plan with details on
pedestrian facilities that comply with FMC 1
9.162.030.B(3).

B-5

Prior to the issuance of building permits, the applicant
shall submit an updated scaled site plan that shows all
proposed pathways comply with required paving
materials and accessibility requirements of FMC
19.162.030.B(4)-(5).

 No removal of vegetation
 Existing stormwater management facilities
No additional vehicle trip generation or employees
Minimum 10% landscaping met (14% provided)

No additional stormwater management
No additional parking required
No right-of-way improvements required

KEY CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

B-7

Staff finds that the proposed application will meet the
requirements of the City Code as conditioned, and
recommends approval of the site design review subject
to conditions listed and described in the Staff Report.

Prior to issuance of building permits, provide a narrative
explaining how roof runoff from then proposed building
will connect to the existing system.
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2/4/2019

PLANNING COMMISSION
ALTERNATIVES
 Approve the application based on the findings of
compliance with City regulations and conditions of
approval.
 Modify the findings, reasons, or conditions, and
approve the request as modified.
 Deny the application based on the Commission’s
findings.
 Continue the Public Hearing to a date certain if
more information is needed.
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